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THE NUMERICAL SEA ICE FORECAST IN FINLAND IN 
THE WINTER 1993-94 
Shan Bai*, Hannu Grönvall and Ari Seinä 
* Present address: NRCMEF, 100081, Beijing, P.R. China 
Abstract 
A new numerical ice forecast model for the Baltic Sea has been tested in the winter 1993-94. No major errors 
or malfunctions were found and the ice conditions of +36 h were demonstrated with an average error in the 
ice edge of —7 km and in ice thickness of —9 cm. 
Keywords: Baltic Sea, sea ice, numerical sea ice forecast, model 
Fig. 1. The maximum ice cover of the season, 206 000 km2, in 3 March 1994. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Located in the northwestern part of the Baltic Sea, normally all Mainland Finnish harbours freeze 
during winter. The ice season lasts in the northern Baltic Sea for about two weeks and in the northern 
Bothnian Bay up to seven months. In mid-winter vessels must navigate through the ice, in a normal 
winter at least 40 nautical miles in order to reach the southwestern harbours of Finland, and to reach 
the northern Bothnian Bay 160 nautical miles; during an extremely severe winter up to 650 nautical 
miles (Seinä 1994). As some 80-90 % of export and import relies on marine transportation winter 
transportation consists of ice strength merchant vessels assisted by a large icebreaker fleet. The Baltic 
Sea ice has a dynamic nature and the ice motion is mainly driven by winds and currents. Frequent 
storms force the ice drifting up to 30 km a day causing deformation and opening and closing of leads. 
4 
Since 1918 the Finnish Institute of Marine Research has provided a Baltic Sea sea ice information 
service, shorted to Ice Service, in order to provide information on ice conditions and with the 
cooperation of the Finnish Marine Administration, to coordinate winter navigation and make ice 
breaking assistance as effective as possible (Grönvall 1988). 
The Finnish Ice Service consists of three operative systems: ice observation network, ice analysis and 
forecast system, and ice information communication system. Empirical-statistical schemes have been 
traditionally used for operational ice forecasting based on the analysis of meteorological and 
oceanographic data and ice conditions. 
In Finland the sea ice observation network was set up in the 1800's. After the introduction of the first 
icebreaker in 1890, need for knowledge of the almost unstudied sea ice rose fast. Field experiments, 
however, were minimal until 1950's, when the sea ice field studies started at large. The practical need 
for forecasting ice conditions since harbours of the Bothnian Bay have been kept open year around, 
with the development of computer technology and sea ice physics in early 1970's, has led to the 
development of a numerical ice model. The model was in test use for first time in 1977, and in routine 
use since 1978 (Lepparanta 1981). The model was tested widely and new information was collected 
during annual field experiments and the first generation model was completed in 1984. 
A joint Finnish-Chinese sea ice research project was founded in 1988 and a numerical sea ice model 
for the Bohai Sea was developed (Wu & Lepparanta 1990; Wu et al. 1993). The model has been the 
basis for developing a new Baltic Sea ice model. 
Tests of the new model for forecasting ice conditions has been successfully carried out in Finland 
during the winter 1993-94: the model was in operational use for 85 days in the Finnish Ice Service. 
2. NUMERICAL ICE MODEL 
The model is based on the principles of the conservation of mass and momentum determining ice drift 
and deformation. In general the motion of the sea ice is determinated by the external forcing of air and 
sea, and internal stress within the ice pack. In Cartesian coordinates the dynamics in the model are 
based on the steady state momentum equation and mass continuity equation: 
t' a +i,,,—infkx17,+F =13 	 (1) 
, where m is the ice mass per unit area, pi is ice density, V; is ice velocity, K is the unit vector 
upward normal to the surface and f is the Coriolis parameter. The internal ice force F is expressed as 
F =V • 6 
	 (2) 
, where G is the field stress field within the ice. In general the stress depends on the strait rate and the 
thickness distribution, in particular the open water fraction. In the model sea ice is considered as a 
compressible viscous-plastic material. The constitutive relation is, however, presently under 
investigation. The air and water stress, "Ca and t„ are obtained by using the ordinary quadratic stress 
law from atmospheric and tidal current models. 
The ice thickness distribution is described with three idealised levels: open water 1-A (A is ice 
concentration), level ice thickness h1 and rubble thickness hr. Thus 
m= pi(hi + hr ) A 
	
(3) 
In fact the open water part represents the combined fraction of both open water and thin ice with 
thickness less than some cutoff thickness, h0. In the model h0 is taken as 4 cm according to the ice 
conditions in the Baltic Sea. The continuity equations can be written for three levels as 
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, where the second terms describe mechanical deformation. The mechanical redistribution functions 
Ira  , iv, and vr have to satisfy 
hva + A(v, + yr ) = —hA V .17; 	 (7) 
, where h=hr+hi. The functions (va , v, , vr ) depend on the sign of ice velocity divergence and 
concentration. 
The model has been discredited using the Arakawa type B-grid, grid size of 10 nautical miles in X 
and Y, and time step of 6 hours has been used. Central differences in space are used in the momentum 
equation. A semi-implicit predictor-corrector procedure is used for centering the nonlinear terms. For 
this purpose, a two-step procedure is required at each time step. The continuity equations of A, h1 and 
hr are numerically solved as an initial-value problem by means of the modified Euler scheme. 
Standard error is employed in the advection term. 
3. NUMERICAL SEA ICE FORECAST SYSTEM 
3.1. Initial field 
The numerical sea ice forecast was in use February 23 - May 19 1994. The sea ice information for the 
model was based on the routine Finnish ice charts. The charts were based on remote sensing of 
NOAA and ERS-1 satellites, and visual information from reconnaissance flights, icebreakers, 
merchant vessels and coastal stations. The initial field of ice thickness and concentration were 
obtained from synthetic analysis and the ice was assumed motionless in the model initially (Fig. 2). 
3.2. The products of the numerical forecast 
The set of products of numerical forecast were output daily during February 23 - May 19. The 
products, both digital and chart form were: ice thickness, concentration and ice drift velocity, ice 
edge, maximum ice thickness (cm), maximum speed (knots) and four kinds of ice thickness areas 
(km*km). 
3.3. Three examples of the ice model verification 
The ice conditions in the Baltic Sea have considerable variations. The maximum annual ice cover 
ranges from 52 000 km2 to 420 000 km2 (resp. 12-100 %), an average being 218 000 km2. 
In the winter 1993-94 the maximum extent of ice cover was reached on March 3 with 206 000 km2 
representing 49 % of the Baltic Sea and Danish Straits to the line Grimstad - Skagen (Fig. 1). In 
figure 3, in situ ice conditions and the 24 h results of the model on March 3 and 4 are shown. 
Starting on March 6, strong winds broke the ice fields, drifting the ice northwards. In mid-March half 
of the Bothnian Sea was open. In figure 4, in situ ice conditions and 24 h results of the model on 
March 24 and 25 are shown. 
In late April, large areas from the Bothnian Sea to the Gulf of Finland were open and the remaining 
ice was broken into floes. In figure 5, low concentration ice conditions of the model are shown. 
These three cases show the capability of the numerical ice model, and how it responds rather nicely 
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3.4. Statistical verification 
An objective verification procedure was used in order to check the forecast results and to make an 
objective assessment of the model. Root mean square error (RMSE) of ice thickness and mean error 
(ME) of the ice edge was estimated for trial and numerical forecasts. The real ice edge was taken from 
ERS-1 imagery and the forecasted ice edge was defined as a 4 cm isoline in the thickness field. In the 
table 1 and figures 6-7 the statistical verification is given for February 23 - May 18 1994. The RMSE 
for ice thickness was 8 cm and ME for ice edge 6 km for a 24 h forecast during the forcasted 85 days. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
On comparation and verification of the numerical ice model rather satisfactory results can be seen. 
After all, this was the first time that the new Baltic Sea sea ice model was running over such a long 
period. There is, however, a large amount of development to be done in the future. Most of all, the 
forecasting period must be prolonged from 36 h into >72 h. The next step will be improving the 
accuracy of the initial ice field, and linking the model into a weather prediction model. Another field 
will be to perfect the forecasting results by using a coupled sea ice - ocean model. 
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the numerical forecast system 
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Fig. 3a. 24 h numerical ice map for 2 March and routine ice chart for 3 March. 
Fig. 3b. 24 h numerical ice map for 3 March and routine ice chart for 4 March. 
Fig. 3. The numerical forecast for the maximum ice coverage for winter 1993-94 (3 March 1994) 
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Fig. 4a. 24 h numerical ice map for 23 March and routine ice chart for 24 March. 
Fig. 4b. 24 h numerical ice map for 24 March and routine ice chart for 25 March. 
Fig. 4. The numerical forecast for the the decay stage 
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Fig. 5a. 24 h numerical ice map for 27 April and routine ice chart for 28 April. 
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Fig. 5b. 24 h numerical ice map for 28 April and routine ice chart for 29 April. 
Fig. 5. The numerical forecast for the the mid-melting ice conditions 
[Isoline: ice thickness, vectors: ice drift]. 
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Table 1. The statistical verification. 
Date 
24 h verification 










23,02,94 3.22 2.00 05,04,94 11.21 9.33 16,05,94 5.80 7.40 
24,02,94 4.41 3.05 06,04,94 10.90 6.55 17,05,94 5.17 11.84 
25,02,94 8.69 3.88 07,04,94 8.57 7.33 18,05,94 7.05 11.68 
26,02,94 4.48 1.04 08,04,94 8.99 6.71 
27,02,94 6.01 0.79 09,04,94 6.09 6.25 Number 85 85 
28,02,94 5.22 3.09 10,04,94 6.22 4.06 Minimum 2.88 0.79 
01,03,94 4.03 1.72 11,04,94 5.92 4.67 Average 8.53 6.73 
02,03,94 7.80 4.78 12,04,94 6.32 4.09 Maximum 17.71 25.81 
03,03,94 5.36 3.71 13,04,94 7.72 5.73 SD 3.18 4.17 
04,03,94 8.39 2.87 14,04,94 8.17 6.58 
05,03,94 13.52 4.57 15,04,94 9.46 6.70 
06,03,94 9.27 2.38 16,04,94 10.71 6.19 
07,03,94 5.39 3.40 17,04,94 8.10 5.75 
08,03,94 8.66 2.02 18,04,94 10.42 9.39 
09,03,94 9.27 3.05 19,04,94 11.55 8.05 
10,03,94 8.63 2.63 20,04,94 11.78 6.21 
11,03,94 8.72 1.03 21,04,94 13.67 6.74 
12,03,94 9.05 0.90 22,04,94 14.15 8.24 
13,03,94 7.44 9.58 23,04,94 7.76 6.68 
14,03,94 6.71 6.47 24,04,94 7.54 6.98 
15,03,94 10.99 5.14 25,04,94 11.32 9.77 
16,03,94 8.01 3.31 26,04,94 7.89 6.60 
17,03,94 5.56 2.18 27,04,94 16.31 9.87 
18,03,94 6.48 1.33 28,04,94 10.03 5.57 
19,03,94 4.72 1.71 29,04,94 15.72 13.94 
20,03,94 5.54 3.21 30,04,94 13.10 9.68 
21,03,94 5.15 9.87 01,05,94 10.74 12.61 
22,03,94 8.14 14.72 02,05,94 9.68 9.89 
23,03,94 6.61 4.49 03,05,94 6.01 7.87 
24,03,94 16.86 8.04 04,05,94 8.74 12.88 
25,03,94 11.73 9.02 05,05,94 5.27 9.44 
26,03,94 9.31 7.40 06,05,94 5.74 10.19 
27,03,94 6.83 6.80 07,05,94 6.23 7.64 
28,03,94 8.79 5.21 08,05,94 11.31 12.48 
29,03,94 14.00 8.01 09,05,94 12.74 4.56 
30,03,94 7.87 4.61 10,05,94 5.48 8.16 
31,03,94 5.58 2.94 11,05,94 6.54 9.98 
01,04,94 12.67 6.02 12,05,94 17.71 20.35 
02,04,94 7.28 5.59 13,05,94 6.61 12.33 
03,04,94 5.95 4.71 14,05,94 2.88 6.28 
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ANALYSIS OF ERS-1 IMAGES IN THE WINTER 1993-94 
REAL TIME ICE MONITORING AT THE ICE SERVICE OF THE FINNISH INSTITUTE 
OF MARINE RESEARCH 
Ari Seinä, Markku Similä and Hannu Grönvall 
Abstract 
The Ice Service of the Finnish Institute of Marine Research received 141 Fast Delivered ERS-1 SAR images 
between January and March 1994. The Gulf of Bothnia and the Gulf of Finland were selected as the 
experimental area for ERS-1 images. The images were used in routine ice service activities and some 30 % of 
them were delivered to icebreakers. This project is ESA accepted, partly financed by TEKES (OSIC) for 1993-
1994. SAR images were combined with NOAA images and ground information from ice observation stations, 
ports, vessels and icebreakers. In this paper the usefulness of the visually analysed ERS-1 SAR images is 
discussed from the point of view of routine ice service activities. Some 80% of the received images had very 
little interpretation difficulties. The tested sea ice I open water algorithm identified large open water areas or 
ice fields reliably. The classification procedure had difficulties with narrow leads. 
Keywords: Baltic Sea, sea ice, SAR, ERS-1, ice service, sea ice I open water classification. 
1. THE FINNISH ICE SERVICE 
1.1 The Baltic Sea ice season 
The ice conditions in the Baltic Sea have considerable variation. The maximum annual ice cover 
ranges from 52 000 km2 to 420 000 km' (resp. 12-100 %) an average being 218 000 km2 (Seinä & 
Palosuo 1993). In the Bothnian Bay and in the eastern Gulf of Finland the probability for ice 
occurrence is 100 %, 50 % probability lies in the northern Baltic Sea at around latitude 59° N, and 10 
% covers the southern Baltic Sea (Fig. 1). The maximum annual ice extent occurs between January 
and March (Leppäranta et al. 1988). 
Ice formation begins in the northern Bothnian Bay in early November, in the Gulf of Finland in early 
December. The Bothnian Bay is covered with ice on average in mid-January and the Sea of Bothnia 
in mid-February. The Gulf of Finland freezes completely on average in late January, not freezing 
totally in mild winters. Predicting the severity of the winter in the beginning of the ice season is 
impossible - reasonable forecasts could only be given at the end of January. The normal breakup starts 
in April, by the beginning of May the only remaining ice is situated in the Bothnian Bay, and the ice 
melts completely by the end of May - the beginning of June. The average duration varies from < 20 
days in the northern Baltic Sea Proper, up to 190 days in northern Bothnian Bay, ice being in the 
northern archipelago of the Bothnian Bay for up to 7 months (Seinä & Peltola 1991. SMHI & FIMR 
1982). 
The ice in the Baltic Sea occurs as fast ice and drift ice. The fast ice occurs along the coastal and 
archipelago areas where the depth is less than 15 meters. It develops during the early ice season 
remaining stationary to the melting period. The drift ice has a dynamic nature forced by the winds and 
currents. 
The drift ice movements are large: during one day, in storm conditions, the ice field can move 20-30 
km. The motion results in an uneven and broken ice field with distinct floes up to several kilometers 
in diameter, leads and cracks, slush and brash ice barriers, rafted ice and ridges. The ridges and brash 
ice barriers are the most significant obstructions to navigation in the Baltic Sea. Powerful, ice 
strengthened vessels can break through ice up to 80 cm thick, but they are not capable of navigating 
through ridges and thick brash ice barriers without icebreaker assistance. The ice dynamics 
14 
considerably affect navigation - high pressure in the ice field can be dangerous to vessels and causes 
the vessels time delays varying from hours to days. 
Fig. 1. The classification of the maximum extent of ice cover in the Baltic Sea. 
Min= minimum, EM= extremely mild, M= mild, N= normal, Mean= mean, S= severe, ES= extremely severe. 
1.2 The Finnish Ice Service activities 
In Finland the sea ice observation network was set up in the 1800's, and during World War I a real-
time operational routine was started. The Finnish Institute of Marine Research was founded in 1918, 
and the operational Baltic Sea ice information service - shorted to Ice Service - was organized to 
collect, combine, analyze and distribute sea ice information mainly to shipping authorities and to 
icebreakers. At first, ice information was based on the information collected by telephone and mail 
from the observation stations and various vessels, but during World War II aerial reconnaissance took 
place at large as routine. The building of larger and more powerful icebreakers has meant that since 
1971, all the main harbours in Finland are kept open all-year (Grönvall 1988). 
Since 1967 the Ice Service has used satellite images for mapping ice conditions, and since obtaining 
its own NOAA receiving station in 1981, the satellite images have been in routine real-time use. From 
1992 digital NOAA imagery has been received from the Finnish Meteorological Institute via a 
telephone channel. Processed satellite images are sent to the icebreakers via an especially designed 
communication system (IRIS). The most important ground information sources are the thrice daily 
received icebreaker reports on the ice conditions in their operating areas, and reports from the fixed 
stations. The data is exchanged with other ice services. A numerical model has been in use for ice 
forecasting since 1977. 
In winter 1993/94 the Ice Service used a versatile image processing work-station, which enabled an 
effective working environment for the SAR image analysis. The image processing software allows 
analysing satellite images (e.g. NOAA and ERS), and their processing, together with older ice chart(s) 
to produce the new standard ice chart(s). 
15 
The information is collected from various sources: from NOAA-satellites several times a day, 2-3 
times a day from icebreakers, 1-7 times a week from fixed stations and from aerial reconnaissance 1-2 
times a week. The data is internationally exchanged daily between ice services. Airplane use has 
become rare because of intensive use of satellite images, but icebreaker based helicopters are used 
daily collecting ice data for navigation, and the reconnaissance charts are also sent to the Ice Service. 
The data sources are highly weather dependent, and since rapid changes occur during cyclone 
activities the need for weather independent methods is evident. Excluding satellite images the data 
sources left provide information only on small areas. 
The Ice Service operates on a daily basis during the sea ice season. New ice reports, ice charts and ice 
forecasts are prepared daily, as ice cover characteristics change with time. In highly dynamic cases the 
update of the ice information can be delayed even by a one day information gap caused by cloudiness 
in satellite images and/or difficulties to maintain aerial reconnaissance. 
Some major difficulties occur in constructing a real time ice chart using various data sources. The 
existence of discontinuities in ice properties creates interpolation problems, and objective analysis 
methods have not been developed for ice charting. Creating an analytic method using an advanced 
numerical sea ice model and attempts to create automatic algorithms to remote sensing have generally 
not been very successful. In all, the construction of a new ice chart and report is performed with 
manual and subjective methods using the previous ice charts as the basis, which is updated using the 
new data. 
Traditionally the main recipients of ice information have been in shipping, fishing and the military, 
and nowadays are: shipping, icebreakers, vessels in general, pilot and harbour authorities, navy and 
coast guard, weather services, fishermen and the great public via media. Most of the clients need ice 
information daily, some on a longer time scale for their strategic planning . 
2. WINTER 1993/94 
2.1 Weather 
The winter of 1993/94 started as a cold one in October. In November, December and January the air 
temperature was average or above average. February turned cold, having air temperatures 4.5 - 6.5°C 
below average. March was a normal month (table 2). 
2.2 Sea ice 
The winter of 1993/94 was an average one. At a maximum the ice covered 49 % of the Baltic Sea. 
The freezing started in the northern Bothnian Bay at the end of October -approximately three weeks 
earlier than normal. The freezing continued in to early-November: ice was forming in all near-coast 
areas. In the mid-December the third fast freezing period started covering the outer islands of the Gulf 
of Finland; this was ca. 4 weeks earlier than normal. The next freezing period occurred during 
Christmas and on December 29 the ice almost totally covered the Bothnian Bay. In the Bothnian Sea 
there was 15 nautical miles of ice and the Gulf of Finland was frozen from the east to the longitude of 
25° 30'- ca. four weeks below average. At the end of January a rapid freezing period started covering 
the Gulf of Finland totally. In February the rapid ice formation continued: the Bothnian Sea was 
frozen over by the 9th and the northern Baltic Sea Proper by the 18th. All this was average. On March 
3 the maximum extent of ice cover for the ice-season was reached, 206 000 km2. The ice covered the 
sea from the north to the latitude of ca. 59° N (Fig. 2). 
Starting on March 6, strong winds broke up the ice fields, drifting the ice northwards. In mid-March 
half of the Bothnian Sea was open. At the beginning of April the ice in the northern Baltic Sea Proper 
melted away. The Archipelago Sea was open at the end of April (5 days later than average) and in the 
eastern Gulf of Finland there was only rotten ice (-9 days). There was ice in the northern Bothnian 
Bay up to the end of May, which is average. 
■ 
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The maximum fast ice thicknesses were above normal in all sea areas: in the northern Bay of Bothnia 
70-90 cm (+1 cm), in the middle and southern Bay of Bothnia 68-73 cm (+14 cm), in the Archipelago 
Sea 50 cm (+8 cm) and in the Gulf of Finland 45-70 cm (+13 cm). As an average the fast ice was 10 
cm above average. The snow cover was thinner than normal: as an average -6 cm. On the high sea in 
the Northern Bay of Bothnia the maximum ice thickness was 40-70 cm (-10 cm), in the southern Bay 
of Bothnia 30-60 cm (0 cm), in the Bothnian Sea 10-50 cm (+5 cm) and in the eastern Gulf of Finland 
40-70 cm (+10 cm). 
Fig. 2. The maximum extent of ice cover in the winter of 1993/94: March 3 1994, 206 000 km2 
The duration of the ice season was considerably longer than normal, except in the Bay of Bothnia (+2 
days) and in the Archipelago Sea (+4 days) having normal durations: in the Quark Area +18 days, in 
the Bothnian Sea +12 days and in the Gulf of Finland +29 days. The average of all areas was +12 
days. (Seinä 1995). 
3. THE OPERATIONAL USE OF ERS-1 IMAGES 
141 ERS-1 images were delivered between January 10 and March 28 1994, to the Ice Service of the 
Finnish Institute of Marine Research from Tromso, Norway, via the Instrument Laboratory of the 
Technical Research Center of Finland after 1-5 hours of their receipt. In the Ice Service the SAR 
images were used in the image processing workstation allowing satellite image processing together 
with ground information and chart handling combination. In practice the analysed ice charts were 
used as the background and SAR images were analyzed on top of them. The analysing difficulties 
were solved using ground information from icebreakers and ice observation stations. As the scientists 
were employed by the Ice Service the whole ice season history was known. 
As ice conditions in the Baltic Sea can change rapidly even in hours, the need for frequent regular 
image collection is great, and as the rapid changes of ice conditions are strongly connected to low 
pressure activities (and thick cloud cover) SAR images have a larger serviceability than traditional 
NOAA images. 
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ERS-1 images were delivered with a resolution of 100 m, and a width of ca. 100 km. The cycles of 3 
d were used during the 1994 experiment, which allowed two orbits: Helsinki - Bothnian Bay ("A"-
orbit) and Bothnian Bay - Stockholm ("D"-orbit) (Fig. 3). 
In the analysis of the 1994 ERS-1 images most of the problems encountered in the winter of 1992/93 
(Seinä & Grönvall 1994, Herland et al. 1994) were avoided. Winter 1993 was a mild one having high 
humidity areas, and the ice surface was bare or/and wet. In 1994 the air temperature was mostly under 
freezing point and hence the analysing problems were avoided. At the end of experiment melted snow 
caused some analysing problems in the Gulf of Finland. The field experiment, however, going on in 
the area solved the calibration. For the classification of ice and open water the two scales contextual 
classifier was used allowing classification in ten minutes (Similä 1994a). 
Fig. 3. "A" and "D" orbits of ERS-1. 
A field experiment was held during March 14-28 in the Bothnian Bay, the Bothnian Sea, and the Gulf 
of Finland based aboard the research vessel Aranda. 
Using a specially designed Swedish-Finnish icebreaker communication system (IRIS) some 30 % of 
the images were delivered into active icebreakers almost in real-time. The icebreakers have 
Macintosh-based image processors allowing satellite image handling together with ice charts and sea 
charts in order to find out the best possible route for assisted vessels. All icebreaker officers have 
expressed their enthusiasm for using SAR images in ice breaking activities. The ERS-1 resolution of 
100 m compared to NOAA's 1.1 km and the availability of ice information during storm conditions 
were especially considered most important. 
In Appendixes 1 and 2 the received ERS-1 SAR images are analysed using the method described in 
Herland et al. (1994). 
In the winter of 1992/93 the main analysing problems occurred in ice/water-, ice edge- and undefined 
areas -definitions as shown in the figure 4. Ice/water means the failure to define ice- or water-cover, 
ice edge means failure in the definition of edges of different types of ice or between ice and water, and 
Ice 	Undefined Ice/water Ice edge thickness 	areas 
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finally undefined areas are areas representing unknown factors mostly due high moisture and/or ice 
crystals in the near air-layer above the ice (Fig. 4). 
Fig. 4. Obscurities in the ERS-1 FD SAR images in the winter 1993. N is the number. 
In the winter of 1993/94 almost all of the images (~ 80 %) were free of interpretation problems. 
However, some 16 % of the images revealed bared ice edge definition problems (Fig. 5. Appendix 1-
2). The problems were strongly related into low concentration of drift ice or/and new ice. During the 
experiment period the snow cover on the ice melted rapidly causing interpretation problems in the 
Gulf of Finland, however, the Aranda, making observations in the area, solved the problem. 
In table 1 the image and weather data are presented. Daily air temperatures and normal averages of the 
air temperatures are shown in table 2 and in figure 10. In table 3 ice and snow thicknesses are shown. 
Figure 6 shows the main weather and ice information points. 
Fig. 5. Obscurities in the ERS-1 FD SAR images in the winter 1994. N is the number. 
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Fig. 6. The mentioned observation points. The image area identifications are in rectangles. 
4. THE AUTOMATED SEA ICE/OPEN WATER DISCRIMINATION 
FROM ERS-1 SAR IMAGES 
The Finnish Institute of Marine Research participated during the years 1993-1994 in the Application 
Oriented Pilot Project accepted by ESA called "Operational sea ice charting using ERS-1 SAR 
images" (OSIC). An important part of the project has been to investigate the possibilities to automate 
SAR image interpretation. The first step in this direction has been to develop a classification 
algorithm to discriminate sea ice and open water from an ERS-1 SAR image. The algorithm has been 
examined in detail in Similä (1994a) and more theoretically in Similä (1994b). 
The classification algorithm is based on the physical fact that the correlation structure of the 
backscatter is different for open water and ice fields. The open water pixels are practically 
uncorrelated whereas the ice field pixels are more or less strongly correlated in the Low Resolution 
images used with a resolution of 100 m by 100 m. Because the variance is big in the SAR images, the 
identification of open water or ice with the aid of autocorrelation demands a quite large pixel block 
size. According to the experiments the pixel block size of 15 by 15 pixels was reliable enough for the 
correlation calculations. For a pixel block of this size the directional autocorrelations to four 
directions were calculated and the mean autocorrelation was assigned as the correlation value of the 
pixel block. 
If the correlation value was very low the pixel was assigned with certainty to the open water class. On 
the other hand if the correlation value was high it was interpreted to represent ice with a large 
probability. Because the threshold values to separate open water and ice classes can not be estimated 
from the image, they are given in advance, relying on past experience. Hence, the threshold values are 
somewhat arbitrary and there exists a relatively large range of correlation values where each class is 
possible. 
Clustering the image according to the correlation values produces a crude image segmentation with 











To make the pixelwise decision about the pixel's class, we use the above mentioned correlation value 
as well as the intensity value of the pixel and the classes of the neighboring pixels. The uncertainty 
due to the correlation value of the pixel block is incorporated in the decision procedure through 
"fictive neighbors", which modify the energy function of the pixelwise classifier. The information 
value of the intensity value of the pixel is somewhat vague because of the uncalibrated nature of the 
used SAR images. The intensity values of the SAR image gradually decrease with the increasing 
incidence angel of the radar beam. As a procedure to merge the different information sources, 
intensity value, spatial continuity, and the autocorrelation Iterated Conditional Mode (ICM) algorithm 
by Besag is used. The whole classification scheme is presented in Figure 7. 
The classification procedure could identify large open water areas or ice fields with great accuracy. 
The classification algorithm also nicely detected ice floes, although it usually overestimated their area. 
On the other hand, leads or relatively narrow open water areas, were underestimated or they were, as a 
whole, interpreted to represent ice. Hence, the classification error was mostly one-sided, i.e. open 
water was interpreted as ice. However, this kind of error is more acceptable than the error in the other 
direction. Two ERS-1 SAR images and their classification results are presented in Figures 8 and 9. 




Fig. 7. The schema of the open water / sea ice classification algorithm. 
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Fig. 8. a) ERS-1 SAR image 14.03. 1994 off Kaskinen. Original data © ESA 1994, distributed by Tromso 
Satellite Station. 
Fig. 8. b) The classification result. The light colour indicates open water. 
Fig. 9. a) ERS-1 SAR image 05.03. 1994 off Mariehamn. Original data © ESA 1994, distributed by Tromso 
Satellite Station. 
Fig. 9. b) The classification result. The light colour indicates open water. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The Finnish Ice Service had the valuable contribution of FD ERS SAR images delivered from 
Tromso, Norway. The images were delivered almost in real-time, which is very important considering 
the ice service's activities of rapid ice information distribution to end-users. In the winter of 1993 the 
images were delivered in 24-48 hours, in the winter of 1994 1-5 hours. 
The analysis of the SAR images always contains some problems. However, the relatively stabile air 
temperature and especially the lack of high moisture mostly prevented the problems of 1993, and 
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some 80 % of the images were free of interpretation problems. The real-time open water and ice 
discrimination classifier was tested. The classifier turned out to be relatively robust and it could 
identify large open water and ice areas reliably. The automated detection of narrow leads failed often. 
A classifier to identify the deformed sea ice fields from ERS-1 SAR images has been developed. It 
will be tested in the winter of 1994/95. 
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Table 1. ERS-1 images and weather station data in the winter 1994. 
No 	Date 	Image 	 Area 














1 10,Jan ers_940110 Off Pietarsaari Valassaaret 9 -4 92 1 240 4 
Kokkola Oja 9 -6 93 1 220 5 
2 25 ?,Jan ers_94025_d1 Off Lulea 
3 02,Feb ers_940202_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrumd 21 -14 88 80 5 
Isosaari 21 -14 86 8 90 12 
4 02,Feb ers_940202_a67 Kokkola-Pitea Kokkola Oja 21 -20 77 I 120 4 
Ulkokalla 21 -18 73 130 4 
5 03,Feb ers_940203_d234 Lulea-Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -18 77 1 70 5 
Kokkola Oja 9 -18 77 0 100 3 
6 05,Feb ers_940205_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -13 87 270 1 
Isosaari 21 -15 86 1 0 
7 05,Feb ers_940205_a67 Kokkola-Pitea Valassaaret 21 -14 87 2 240 5 
Kokkola Oja 21 -16 84 1 210 4 
Ulkokalla 21 -14 84 210 8 
8 06,Feb ers_940206_d234 Pitea-Vaasa Kokkola Oja 9 -17 83 I 240 1 
Valassaaret 9 -18 82 2 260 2 
9 08,Feb ers_940208_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -15 87 150 3 
Isosaari 21 -19 87 1 80 3 
10 08,Feb ers_940208_a67 Kokkola-Pitea Valassaaret 21 -9 87 8 170 7 
Kokkola Oja 21 -9 87 8 160 4 
Ulkokalla 21 -8 86 160 6 
11 09,Feb ers_940209_d2 Off Skelleftea 
12 09,Feb ers_940209_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -9 88 8 160 5 
13 09,Feb ers_940209_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -8 90 8 160 6 
14 09,Feb ers_940209_d5 Off Kaskinen 
15 09,Feb ers_940209_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 - I 1 85 8 120 3 
16 1 1,Feb ers_940211_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -18 82 100 6 
Isosaari 21 -20 80 1 80 8 
17 11,Feb ers_940211_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -17 66 6 150 4 
Kokkola Oja 21 -19 63 4 170 4 
Ulkokalla 21 -18 70 190 7 
18 11,Feb ers_94021 1_a7 Off Pitea 
19 12,Feb ers_940212_d2 Off Skelleftea 
20 12,Feb ers_940212_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -19 77 4 200 5 
21 12,Feb ers_940212_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -17 79 5 180 6 
22 12,Feb ers_940212_d5 Off Kaskinen 
23 12,Feb ers_940212_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -21 75 0 130 5 
24 14,Feb ers_940214_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -8 91 270 6 
Isosaari 21 -7 85 8 270 3 
25 I 4,Feb ers_9402 I 4_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -5 86 3 260 6 
Kokkola Oja 21 -5 90 5 240 5 
Ulkokalla 21 -5 87 260 6 
26 14,Feb ers_940214_a7 Off Pitea 
27 15,Feb ers_940215_d I Off Lulea 
28 15,Feb ers_940215_d2 Off Skelleftea 
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29 I 5,Feb ers_940215_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -3 85 2 260 7 
30 15,Feb ers_940215_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -6 87 2 260 7 
31 15,Feb ers_940215_d5 Off Kaskinen 
32 15,Feb ers_940215_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -6 91 1 270 4 
33 20,Feb ers_940220_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -8 93 60 2 
Isosaari 21 -8 90 8 80 6 
34 20,Feb ers_940220_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -7 95 9 220 2 
Kokkola Oja 21 -7 94 8 210 1 
Ulkokalla 21 -7 92 210 2 
35 20,Feb ers_940220_a7 Off Pita 
36 23,Feb ers_940223_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -5 89 80 3 
Isosaari 21 -6 91 8 80 8 
37 23,Feb ers_940223_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -8 94 8 240 1 
Kokkola Oja 21 -8 92 8 170 1 
Ulkokalla 21 91 0 
38 23,Feb ers_940223_a7 Off Pitea 
39 24,Feb ers_940224_dl Off Lulea 
40 24,Feb ers_940224d2 Off Skelleftea 
41 24,Feb ers_940224_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -10 90 8 0 
42 24,Feb ers_940224_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -8 92 7 210 1 
43 24,Feb ers_940224_d5 Off Kaskinen 
44 24,Feb ers_940224_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -7 90 7 10 1 
45 24,Feb ers_940224_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 -7 93 310 2 
46 24,Feb ers_940224_d8 Off Stockholm 
47 24,Feb ers_940224_d9 Off Gotska SandOn 
48 26,Feb ers_940226_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -7 85 260 9 
Isosaari 21 -7 74 0 270 6 
49 26,Feb ers_940226_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -12 80 2 260 7 
Kokkola Oja 21 -11 89 1 280 6 
Ulkokalla 21 -12 85 0 
50 26,Feb ers_940226_a7 Off Pita 
51 27,Feb ers_940227_d1 Off Lulea 
52 27,Feb ers_940227_d2 Off Skelleftea 
53 27,Feb ers_940227_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -12 85 0 330 3 
54 27,Feb ers_940227_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -12 80 1 350 4 
55 27,Feb ers_940227_d5 Off Kaskinen 
56 27,Feb ers_940227_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -9 87 0 20 2 
57 27,Feb ers_940227_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 -4 80 360 4 
58 27,Feb ers_940227_d8 Off Stockholm 
59 01,Mar ers_940301_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -7 58 270 2 
Isosaari 21 -13 64 0 310 2 
60 01,Mar ers_940301_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -13 87 0 220 6 
Kokkola Oja 21 -12 78 0 210 6 
Ulkokalla 21 -14 82 0 
61 01,Mar ers_940301_a7 Off Pita Kokkola Oja 21 -14 78 0 170 2 
Ulkokalla 21 -16 83 0 
62 04,Mar ers_940304_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -7 78 140 2 
Isosaari 21 -9 88 8 90 5 
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63 04,Mar ers_940304_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -6 91 8 160 7 
Kokkola Oja 21 -8 76 8 170 3 
Ulkokalla 21 -8 82 170 6 
64 04,Mar ers_940304_a7 Off PiteA 
65 05,Mar ers_940305_d1 Off Lulea 
66 05,Mar ers_940305_d2 Off Skellefted 
67 05,Mar ers_940305_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -1 78 8 170 7 
67 05,Mar ers_940305_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -3 92 8 170 13 
69 05,Mar ers_940305_d5 Off Kaskinen 
70 05,Mar ers_940305_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -2 83 8 160 8 
71 05,Mar ers_940305_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 0 94 170 11 
72 05,Mar ers_940305_d8 Off Stockholm 
73 07,Mar ers_940307_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 1 96 270 3 
Isosaari 21 0 95 8 280 5 
74 07,Mar ers_940307_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -2 90 8 290 1 
Kokkola Oja 21 -3 95 8 10 2 
Ulkokalla 21 -4 93 310 2 
75 07,Mar ers_940307_a7 Off Pitea 




77 08,Mar ers_940308_d2 Off Skelleftea 
78 08,Mar ers_940308_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -3 96 8 160 
79 08,Mar ers_940308_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -2 96 8 160 
80 08,Mar ers_940308_d5 Off Kaskinen 
81 08,Mar ers_940308_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -1 90 8 170 
82 08,Mar ers_940308_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 0 97 180 
83 10,Mar ers_940310_sl Off Helsinki KalbAdagrund 21 0 89 240 11 
Isosaari 21 0 91 8 260 5 
84 10,Mar ers_940310_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -5 94 5 230 5 
Kokkola Oja 21 -3 83 5 210 6 
Ulkokalla 21 -5 90 190 5 
85 10,Mar ers_940310_a7 Off PiteA 
86 11,Mar ers_940311_d1 Off Lulea 
87 11,Mar ers_940311_d2 Off Skelleftea 
88 11,Mar ers_940311_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 0 75 5 210 5 
89 11,Mar ers_940311_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -2 80 5 210 7 
90 11,Mar ers_940311_d5 Off Kaskinen 
91 11,Mar ers_940311_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 1 80 4 210 10 
92 11,Mar ers_940311_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 1 79 210 15 
93 11,Mar ers_940311_d8 Off Stockholm 
94 11,Mar ers_940311_d9 Off Gotska Sandon 
95 13,Mar ers_940313_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 1 81 100 11 
Isosaari 21 1 82 8 130 9 
96 13,Mar ers_940313_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -1 87 6 110 3 
Kokkola Oja 21 0 72 7 130 3 
Ulkokalla 21 0 86 120 4 
97 13,Mar ers_940313_a7 Off Pitea 
98 14,Mar ers_940314_dl Off Lulea 
99 14,Mar ers_940314_d2 Off Skelleftea 
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100 14,Mar ers_940314_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -1 86 8 70 5 
101 14,Mar ers_940314d5 Off Kaskinen 
102 14,Mar ers_940314_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 0 93 8 50 6 
103 14,Mar ers_940314_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 0 98 0 
104 14,Mar ers_940314_d8 Off Stockholm 
105 14,Mar ers_940314_d9 Off Gotska Sandon 
106 16,Mar ers_940316_s1 Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 0 93 6 170 7 
Isosaari 21 0 86 220 6 
107 16,Mar ers_940316_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -2 89 7 170 6 
Kokkola Oja 21 -1 87 7 140 5 
Ulkokalla 21 -1 87 150 5 
108 16,Mar ers_940316_a7 Off Pitea 
109 17,Mar ers_940317_d2 Off Skellefted 
110 17,Mar ers_940317_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 0 85 8 140 4 
111 17,Mar ers_940317_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -2 92 8 170 2 
112 17,Mar ers_940317d5 Off Kaskinen 
113 19,Mar ers_940319_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -3 92 60 7 
Isosaari 21 -3 85 5 70 8 
114 19,Mar ers_940319_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -4 93 8 200 3 
Kokkola Oja 21 -8 94 9 40 1 
Ulkokalla 21 -10 91 0 
115 19,Mar ers_940319_a7 Off Pita 
116 20,Mar ers_940320_d2 Off Skellefted 
117 20,Mar ers_940320_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -5 85 7 310 1 
118 20,Mar ers_940320_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -7 93 6 320 2 
119 20,Mar ers_940320_d5 Off Kaskinen 
120 20,Mar ers_940320_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 -3 70 6 0 
121 20,Mar ers_940320_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 -2 70 320 6 
122 20,Mar ers_940320_d8 Off Stockholm Nyhamn 9 -2 70 320 6 
123 22,Mar ers_940322_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -3 90 230 8 
Isosaari 21 -3 95 2 250 5 
124 22,Mar ers_940322_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -2 92 4 160 8 
Kokkola Oja 21 -6 61 5 150 5 
Ulkokalla 21 -12 85 150 8 
125 22,Mar ers_940322_a7 Off Pitea 
126 23,Mar ers_940323_d1 Off Lulea 
127 23,Mar ers_940323_d2 Off Skellefted 
128 23,Mar ers_940323d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola Oja 9 -2 88 8 150 7 
129 23,Mar ers_940323_d4 Off Vaasa Valassaaret 9 -1 88 8 150 5 
130 23,Mar ers_940323_d5 Off Kaskinen 
131 23,Mar ers_940323_d6 Off Rauma Kuuskajaskari 9 1 91 8 190 8 
132 23,Mar ers_940323_d7 Off Mariehamn Nyhamn 9 1 98 190 9 
133 25,Mar ers_940325_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -3 84 300 8 
Isosaari 21 -3 79 7 300 6 
134 25,Mar ers_940325_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -7 95 8 360 10 
Kokkola Oja 21 -7 91 8 20 8 
Ulkokalla 21 -6 81 20 8 
135 25,Mar ers_940325_a7 Off Pitea 
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Weather station data 
Air tem- Humi- Cloud- Wind 
No 	Date 	Image 	 Area Station Time perature dity ness 
UTC °C % 1/10 dir m/s 
136 26,Mar ers_940326_d2 Off Skellefted 
137 26,Mar ers_940326_d3 Off Pietarsaari Kokkola bja 9 -7 80 8 20 10 
138 26,Mar ers_940326_d5 Off Kaskinen 
139 28,Mar ers_940328_sl Off Helsinki Kalbadagrund 21 -3 88 210 8 
Isosaari 21 -2 82 1 240 5 
140 28,Mar ers_940328_a6 Off Kokkola Valassaaret 21 -3 80 1 180 10 
Kokkola Oja 21 0 47 1 190 5 
Ulkokalla 21 -4 76 170 7 
141 28,Mar ers_940328_a7 Off Pitea 
29 
Table 2. Daily air temperatures and 30-year monthly averages 1 Jan.-31 Mar. 1994 (FMI 1994). 
OULU, 
AIRPORT 
Date 1994 Mean 
VAASA, 
AIRPORT 
Date 	1994 Mean 
RAUMA, 
KUUSKAJASKARI 
Date 	1994 	Mean 
MAARIANHAMINA, 
AIRPORT 
Date 	1994 	Mean 
HELSINKI, 
KAISANIEMI 
Date 	1994 Mean 
KOTKA, 
RANKKI 
Date 1994 Mean 
01,Jan -9.4 01,Jan -1.4 01,Jan -0.7 01,Jam -0.9 01,Jan -1.1 01,Jam -2.2 
02,Jan -8.2 02,Jan -3.6 02,Jan -2.4 02,Jan -2.3 02,Jan -0.6 02,Jan -2.1 
03,Jan -9.0 03,Jan -9.5 03,Jan -2.2 03,Jan -2.0 03,Jan -0.2 03,Jan -1.2 
04,Jan -6.7 04,Jan -6.3 04,Jan -3.4 04,Jan -2.3 04,Jan -1.2 04,Jan -2.3 
05,Jan -7.4 05,Jan -6.6 05,Jam -4.2 05,Jan -1.0 05,Jan -4.3 05,Jan -6.2 
06,Jan -9.8 06,Jan -5.9 06,Jan -4.0 06,Jan -0.1 06,Jan -3.8 06,Jan -4.7 
07,Jan -10.4 07,Jan -5.9 07,Jan -1.5 07,Jan 0.8 07,Jan -0.7 07,Jan -3.9 
08,Jan -4.8 08,Jan -1.6 08,Jan 1.3 08,Jan 2.7 08,Jan 1.0 08,Jan 0.0 
09,Jan -7.4 09,Jan -9.4 09,Jan -1.3 09,Jan -2.1 09,Jan -1.3 09,Jan -2.8 
10,Jan -9.9 10,Jan -11.1 10,Jan -1.1 10,Jan -1.0 10,Jan -2.2 10,Jan -2.6 
1 I ,Jan -19.4 11,Jan -9.8 11,Jan -3.5 11,Jan -2.4 11,Jan -3.7 11,Jan -4.7 
12,Jan -13.2 12,Jan -7.4 12,Jan -3.8 12,Jan -0.1 12,Jan -3.8 12,Jan -6.0 
13,Jan -3.5 13,Jan 0.4 13,Jan 1.7 13,Jan 3.5 13,Jan 1.3 13,Jan 0.0 
14,Jan 1.1 14,Jan 1.8 14,Jan 2.6 14,Jan 3.3 14,Jan 2.4 14,Jan 1.4 
15,Jan -6.1 -11.1 15,Jan -2.1 -7.8 15,Jan 0.5 -5.3 15,Jan 1.3 -3.5 15,Jan 1.4 -5.7 15,Jan 1.1 -6.7 
16,Jan -7.9 16,Jan -5.5 16,Jan -4.8 16,Jan -2.9 16,Jan 0.2 16,Jan 0.0 
17,Jan -18.9 17,Jan -13.1 17,Jan -6.4 17,Jan -4.8 17,Jan -5.2 17,Jan -4.4 
18,Jan -21.3 18,Jan -14.1 18,Jan -5.0 I8,Jan -7.3 18,Jan -7.7 18,Jan -8.0 
19,Jan -17.0 19,Jan -14.8 19,Jan -12.9 19,Jan -6.1 19,Jan -10.6 19,Jan -13.5 
20,Jan -9.2 20,Jan -2.4 20,Jan -1.2 20,Jan 1.6 20,Jan -3.7 20,Jan -5.7 
21,Jan -2.0 21,Jan 0.4 21,Jan 1.6 21,Jan 4.1 21,Jan 1.6 21,Jan 0.5 
22,Jan -1.5 22,Jan -0.2 22,Jan 0.6 22,Jan 1.7 22,Jan 1.7 22,Jan 0.3 
23,Jan -9.1 23,Jan -2.6 23,Jan -0.1 23,Jan 1.5 23,Jan 0.2 23,Jan -1.0 
24,Jan -9.2 24,Jan -3.1 24,Jan -1.4 24,Jan -0.9 24,Jan -1.3 24,Jan -2.0 
25,Jan -19.2 25,Jan -8.8 25,Jan -4.8 25,Jan -1.9 25,Jan -4.1 25,Jan -5.3 
26,Jan -22.2 26,Jan -9.4 26,Jan -5.5 26,Jan -1.6 26,Jan -5.4 26,Jan -8.6 
27,Jan -14.5 27,Jan -8.4 27,Jan -4.4 27,Jan -0.6 27,Jan -3.0 27,Jan -5.9 
28,Jan -15.2 28,Jan -11.5 28,Jan -7.5 28,Jan -3.9 28,Jam -2.8 28,Jan -2.9 
29,Jan -18.3 29,Jan -12.3 29,Jan -8.6 29,Jan -5.5 29,Jan -11.9 29,Jan -11.6  
30,Jan -18.8 30,Jan -12.0 30,Jan -11.0 30,Jan -6.6 30,Jan -13.6 30,Jan -15.6 
31,Jan -19.7 31,Jan -14.6 31,Jan -11.7 31,Jan -7.0 31,Jan -12.1 31,Jan -14.5 
01,Feb -23.1 01,Feb -20.5 01,Feb -17.8 01,Feb -12.6 01,Feb -15.1 01,Feb -16.3 
02,Feb -23.5 02,Feb -18.9 02,Feb -16.0 02,Feb -9.6 02,Feb -15.6 02,Feb -17.4 
03,Feb -25.5 03,Feb -20.2 03,Feb -17.3 03,Feb -14.5 03,Feb -16.4 03,Feb -17.8 
04,Feb -25.1 04,Feb -22.7 04,Feb -18.2 04,Feb -18.0 04,Feb -17.2 04,Feb -18.9 
05,Feb -17.6 05,Feb -21.0 05,Feb -17.1 05,Feb -15.4 05,Feb -18.4 05,Feb -19.2 
06,Feb -15.8 06,Feb -19.4 06,Feb -14.0 06,Feb -10.6 06,Feb -16.4 06,Feb -16.6 
07,Feb -16.4 07,Feb -16.3 07,Feb -13.0 07,Feb -12.1 07,Feb -13.6 07,Feb -15.9 
08,Feb -17.9 08,Feb -8.5 08,Feb -13.6 08,Feb -8.7 08,Feb -14.1 08,Feb -17.6 
09,Feb -13.3 09,Feb -9.2 09,Feb -10.5 09,Feb -5.0 09,Feb -13.3 09,Feb -16.1 
10,Feb -19.9 10,Feb -13.0 10,Feb -11.5 10,Feb -8.8 10,Feb -13.6 10,Feb -16.0 
11,Feb -24.5 11,Feb -18.6 11,Feb -16.8 11,Feb -14.9 11,Feb -19.6 11,Feb -22.0 
12,Feb -19.8 12,Feb -17.2 I 2,Feb -18.6 12,Feb -15.6 12,Feb -20.5 12,Feb -23.6 
13,Feb -12.7 13,Feb -11.2 13,Feb -9.5 13,Feb -7.8 13,Feb -13.7 13,Feb -17.2 
14,Feb -10.4 14,Feb -7.1 14,Feb -6.0 14,Feb -7.7 14,Feb -9.0 14,Feb -11.1 
15,Feb -6.0 -10.4 15,Feb -6.5 -7.8 15,Feb -5.5 -5.9 15,Feb -7.4 -4.5 I 5,Feb -4.9 -5.7 15,Feb -6.4 -7.3 
16,Feb -8.4 16,Feb -6.6 16,Feb -7.2 16,Feb -7.6 16,Feb -5.0 16,Feb -6.3 
17,Feb -8.3 17,Feb -5.8 17,Feb -6.2 17,Feb -7.2 17,Feb -5.0 17,Feb -7.4 














Date 1994 Mean Date 	1994 Mean Date 	1994 Mean Date 	1994 Mean Date 	1994 Mean Date 	1994 Mean 
I 9,Feb -9.3 19,Feb 	-5.8 19,Feb 	-6.5 19,Feb 	-4.6 19,Feb 	-6.7 19,Feb 	-7.0 
20,Feb -9.9 20,Feb 	-6.7 20,Feb -10.2 20,Feb 	-9.1 20,Feb 	-8.8 20,Feb 	-9.0 
2 1 ,Feb -7.1 21,Feb 	-7.6 21,Feb 	-13.2 21,Feb 	-9.9 21,Feb 	-10.8 21,Feb 	-13.4 
22,Feb -8.0 22,Feb 	-8.1 22,Feb -13.7 22,Feb 	-7.6 22,Feb 	-11.2 22,Feb -15.9 
23,Feb -8.6 23,Feb 	-7.4 23,Feb -10.0 23,Feb 	-6.8 23,Feb 	-9.4 23,Feb -12.3 
24,Feb -10.6 24,Feb 	-8.3 24,Feb 	-7.4 24,Feb 	-6.6 24,Feb 	-5.0 24,Feb 	-5.7 
25,Feb -13.4 25,Feb -10.7 25,Feb 	-8.2 25,Feb 	-6.6 25,Feb 	-6.5 25,Feb 	-8.0 
26,Feb -15.2 26,Feb 	-9.8 26,Feb 	-6.8 26,Feb 	-5.3 26,Feb 	-7.3 26,Feb 	-11.9 
27,Feb -14.9 27,Feb -14.3 27,Feb -10.2 27,Feb 	-9.3 27,Feb 	-8.5 27,Feb 	-11.0 
28,Feb -19.3 28,Feb 	-18.3 28,Feb 	-13.1 28,Feb 	-11.9 28,Feb -10.4 28,Feb 	-14.1 
01,Mar -15.9 01,Mar -13.8 01,Mar -14.6 01,Mar -13.5 01,Mar -10.7 01,Mar -14.8 
02,Mar -15.1 02,Mar -13.2 02,Mar -13.7 02,Mar -12.1 02,Mar -11.8 02,Mar -14.7 
03,Mar -14.0 03,Mar -12.4 03,Mar -10.0 03,Mar 	-8.2 03,Mar 	-8.9 03,Mar -11.1 
04,Mar -10.0 04,Mar 	-6.7 04,Mar 	-5.8 04,Mar 	-4.2 04,Mar 	-6.5 04,Mar 	-9.7 
05,Mar -4.3 05,Mar 	-1.8 05,Mar 	-2.0 05,Mar 	-0.1 05,Mar 	-5.8 05,Mar 	-9.4 
06,Mar -3.0 06,Mar 	-1.7 06,Mar 	-2.3 06,Mar 	0.2 06,Mar 	-5.4 06,Mar 	-7.3 
07,Mar -5.8 07,Mar 	-2.6 07,Mar 	-0.8 07,Mar 	0.1 07,Mar 	-0.2 07,Mar 	-1.6 
08,Mar -3.7 08,Mar 	-1.2 08,Mar 	0.2 08,Mar 	-0.1 08,Mar 	0.4 08,Mar 	-0.5 
09,Mar -0.1 09,Mar 	1.6 09,Mar 	1.5 09,Mar 	3.6 09,Mar 	1.9 09,Mar 	1.2 
10,Mar -2.0 10,Mar 	-0.2 10,Mar 	1.4 10,Mar 	2.4 I 0,Mar 	1.1 I 0,Mar 	0.5 
I 1,Mar -2.7 11,Mar 	0.7 11,Mar 	1.3 I I,M ar 	1.9 11,Mar 	1.1 11,Mar 	0.6 
12,Mar 0.6 12,Mar 	1.4 12,Mar 	1.4 12,Mar 	1.5 12,Mar 	2.1 12,Mar 	1.6 
13,Mar 1.6 I 3,Mar 	0.8 13,Mar 	1.0 I3,Mar 	0.6 13,Mar 	1.0 13,Mar 	1.0 
14,Mar 0.2 14,Mar 	0.1 14,Mar 	0.4 14,Mar 	0.2 14,Mar 	0.8 14,Mar 	0.2 
15,Mar -0.4 -5.8 15,Mar 	-2.6 -3.9 15,Mar 	-0.6 -2.7 15,Mar 	-1.1 -2.0 15,Mar 	0.4 -2.1 15,Mar 	-0.1 -3.7 
16,Mar -3.5 16,Mar 	-2.9 I 6,Mar 	-0.5 16,Mar 	-1.8 16,Mar 	-0.5 16,Mar 	-0.9 
17,Mar -1.3 17,Mar 	-1.8 17,Mar 	-1.6 17,Mar 	-0.7 17,Mar 	-0.1 17,Mar 	-0.7 
18,Mar -2.7 18,Mar 	-3.5 18,Mar 	-1.8 18,Mar 	-2.6 18,Mar 	-2.6 18,Mar 	-2.4 
19,Mar -6.9 19,Mar 	-2.7 19,Mar 	-2.4 19,Mar 	-2.8 19,Mar 	-2.6 19,Mar 	-5.4 
20,Mar -7.2 20,Mar 	-4.4 20,Mar 	-4.3 20,Mar 	-2.7 20,Mar 	-1.4 20,Mar 	-4.5 
21 ,Mar -13.1 21,Mar 	-7.8 2 1 ,Mar 	-4.3 21,Mar 	-3.9 21 ,Mar 	-2.7 21,Mar 	-5.3 
22,Mar -12.2 22,Mar 	-6.3 22,Mar 	-3.8 22,Mar 	-3.3 22,Mar 	-3.1 22,Mar 	-5.8 
23,Mar -6.0 23,Mar 	-0.7 23,Mar 	0.3 23,Mar 	0.9 23,Mar 	-0.7 23,Mar 	-3.0 
24,Mar -3.0 24,Mar 	-0.9 24,Mar 	0.6 24,Mar 	0.8 24,Mar 	1.2 24,Mar 	0.8 
25,Mar -4.8 25,Mar 	-5.3 25,Mar 	-3.7 25,Mar 	-3.2 25,Mar 	-1.4 25,Mar 	-1.2 
26,Mar -8.2 26,Mar 	-8.7 26,Mar 	-5.4 26,Mar 	-4.1 26,Mar 	-3.6 26,Mar 	-3.7 
27,Mar -13.1 27,Mar -10.1 27,Mar 	-6.9 27,Mar 	-4.0 27,Mar 	-6.3 27,Mar 	-7.4 
28,Mar -6.3 28,Mar 	-2.3 28,Mar 	-2.2 28,Mar 	-2.8 28,Mar 	-3.7 28,Mar 	-7.0 
29,Mar 0.0 29,Mar 	1.1 29,Mar 	0.3 29,Mar 	1.3 29,Mar 	-0.5 29,Mar 	-0.1 
30,Mar 0.4 30,Mar 	1.8 30,Mar 	1.2 30,Mar 	3.4 30,Mar 	2.0 30,Mar 	0.4 
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Fig. 10. Daily air temperatures re] 1 Jan.-31 Mar. 1994. 
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Table 3. Ice and snow thickness in cm 11 Jan.-29 Mar. 1994. 











































H 	h 	s 
11,Jan 5 0 0 18 0 5 23 3 7 5 0 0 24 0 2 7 0 0 10 0 0 20 0 5 30 0 5 14 2 0 
18,Jan 10 0 0 24 0 5 31 7 5 17 0 0 27 0 5 18 8 2 12 2 3 23 0 0 19 0 0 19 2 2 
25,Jan 25 0 3 25 0 5 33 8 7 26 0 2 29 0 5 20 6 6 13 0 4 25 0 0 29 0 5 20 0 2 
01,Feb 28 0 0 30 0 20 44 10 0 17 0 0 38 0 1 	1 25 2 5 13 7 3 25 0 0 23 0 5 25 0 0 
08,Feb 44 0 0 20 0 10 52 11 5 32 0 0 43 0 13 35 0 7 21 7 4 35 0 30 23 0 5 35 0 3 
15,Feb 54 0 0 25 0 0 59 11 0 40 0 0 54 0 12 42 0 10 27 7 6 35 0 30 39 0 10 42 2 2 
22,Feb 60 0 7 27 0 0 65 11 0 46 0 60 0 12 43 0 11 32 7 2 35 0 7 45 0 10 45 0 2 
01,Mar 66 0 7 37 0 3 69 11 2 48 0 2 62 0 12 47 0 8 34 7 7 40 0 8 51 0 0 50 0 3 
08,Mar 70 0 15 37 0 13 71 11 10 53 0 3 64 0 15 47 0 7 37 7 9 45 0 15 57 0 0 53 0 10 
15,Mar 70 0 12 45 0 9 75 1 1 15 54 0 6 67 0 13 46 0 3 39 7 7 45 0 5 55 0 0 55 3 7 
22,Mar 72 0 13 45 0 8 74 11 10 55 0 2 69 0 13 47 0 3 40 10 5 45 0 7 53 0 0 59 4 5 

































   
Fig. 11. Total ice and snow thickness and 1961-1990 averages (broken line). 
APPENDIX 1 
ERS-1 SAR Image Analysis 
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Date: 10.01.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940110 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 15-25 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice ca. 5 cm thick new level ice with 
areas of 5-15 cm thick frozen floes. Minor areas of <5 cm thick new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level new ice concentration 100 %, new ice and frozen foes 
concentration 80 %, frozen foes concentration 90 %, new ice concentration 80 %, new ice 
concentration 50 %. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible. Thicker drift ice is visible. New level ice area could be seen clearly. 
Areas of low concentration new ice are visible. The ice edges are mostly clear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge at some places. 
Date: 25.01.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_94025_d1 
Area: Off Luleå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice ca. 10-15 cm thick level thin ice. Further off 10-20 
cm thick consolidated or very close drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, thin level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible. Thin level ice area is clearly seen, same as consolidated or very close 
drift ice. The ice edges are very clear. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 02.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940202_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-25 cm, snow 0-5 cm. Off the fast ice 10-35 cm thick consolidated ice . 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 95-100 %. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Consolidated ice is very visible within some cracks. 
Ice edge is very clear. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 02.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940202_a67 
Area: Off Kokkola-Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow 0-20 cm. Off the fast ice 10-25 cm thick level ice and further 
off consolidated ice, first 20-40 cm thick and then 30-60 cm thick. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 95-100 %, consolidated ice concentration 95- 
100 %. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible , same as level ice with ship lines. Consolidated ice is very visible 
with some cracks. The edges of different ice types are very clear. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 03.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940203_a234 
Area: Off Luleå-Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow 0-20 cm. Off the fast ice 10-25 cm thick level ice and further 
off consolidated ice, first 10-40 cm thick and then 30-60 cm thick. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 95-100 %, consolidated ice concentration 95-
100 %. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible , same as level ice with ship lines. Consolidated ice is very visible 




Date: 05.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940205_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm, snow 2-5 cm. Off the fast ice 10-35 cm thick consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 95-100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice consolidated ice with ridges and areas 
of more level ice could be seen clearly. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940205_a67 
Area: Off Kokkola-Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 25-50 cm, snow 0-10 cm. Off the fast ice 10-20 cm thick level ice, then 10-30 
cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 
%, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines. The ridged consolidated ice is 
visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 06.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940206_d234 
Area: Off Piteå-Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-50 cm, snow 2-5 cm. Off the fast ice 10-20 cm thick level ice, then rafted 
level ice 10-30 cm thick. Further off consolidated ice field of 20-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
South of the Quark 5-15 cm thick level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 
%, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940208_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm, snow 2-5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick consolidated ice with 
cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more to the west areas of more level ice with cracks. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940208_a67 
Area: Off Koklcola-Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 10-20 cm thick level ice, then 20-30 
cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 
%, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines. The ridged consolidated ice is 
visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
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Date: 09.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940209_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 
%, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 09.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940209_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 10-20 cm thick level ice and then 
20-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 
%, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 09.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940209_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-60 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 10-15 cm thick level ice and then 10- 
20 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 09.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940209_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-45 cm, snow 0-15 cm. Off the fast ice 10-15 cm thick level ice with cracks. 
Further off new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, new ice. 
Verification: Good even in details, only the edge of new ice is unclear at places. 
Obscurity: Ice edge at some places. 
Date: 09.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940209_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: 10-15 cm thick level ice with lot of cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Level ice concentration 70-80 %. 
Verification: Good, but the edge is at places unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge at some places. 
Date: 11.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940211_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm, snow 2-8 cm. Off the fast ice consolidated 20-40 cm thick ice with 
cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice. 
37 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen at first a lead and then 
consolidated ice with ridges. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940211_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-30 cm thick level ice, then 20- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines. The ridged consolidated ice is 
visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers940211_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 25-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off 
consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 12.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940212_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 12.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940212_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-30 cm thick level ice and then 20- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 12.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940212_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-60 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice there is at first new ice and then 10- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 90 %, level ice concentration 100 %, rafted 
ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
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Obscurity: No. 
Date: 12.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940212_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-45 cm, snow 0-15 cm. Off the fast ice 10-15 cm thick level ice with cracks. 
Further off new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, new ice concentrations of 90 % and 
50 %. 
Verification: Good even in details, only the edge of new ice is at places unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge at some places. 
Date: 12.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940212_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: 10-30 cm thick level ice with lot of cracks.<5 cm thick new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Level ice concentration 80-100 %, new ice concentration 80 %. 
Verification: Good, but the edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge . 
Date: 14.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940214_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm, snow 2-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice with cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940214_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-30 cm thick level ice, then 20- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940214_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 25-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off 
consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 15.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940215_dl 
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Area: Off Luleå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 15.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940215_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 15.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940215_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-50 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-30 cm thick level ice and then 20- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. Further off consolidated ice field of 30-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 15.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940215_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-60 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 10-20 cm thick level ice and then 10- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 90 %, level ice concentration 100 %, rafted 
ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 15.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940215_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-45 cm, snow 0-15 cm. Off the fast ice 10-30 cm thick level ice with some 
cracks. Further off first an area of 10-30 cm thick level ice broken into floes, and then drift ice, 
which of mostly consists of new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, level ice concentration 80 %, new ice 
of concentration 80 %. 
Verification: The edge is at places unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge at some places. 
Date: 15.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940215_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: 10-30 cm thick level ice with some cracks. Further off <5 cm thick new ice and open 
water. And in the west 15-30 cm thick consolidated ice. 
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Ice types in the image: Level ice concentration 80-100 %, new ice concentration 10-70 %, 
consolidated ice concentration 100 %..  
Verification: Good, but the edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge . 
Date: 20.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940220_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 25-50 cm, snow 2-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice. At southwest some cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940220_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-30 cm thick level ice, then 20- 
40 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940220_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 25-40 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Further off consolidated 20-60 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940223_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 25-50 cm, snow 2-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice with two lead systems. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 99 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice there could be seen consolidated ice 
with ridges and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940223_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice, then 30- 
50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 40-60 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
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Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940223_a7 
Area: Off Pita. 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Further off consolidated 40-60 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_dl 
Area: Off Luleå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-65 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice and then 20- 
30 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-65 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 10-30 cm thick level ice and then 10- 
30 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d5 
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Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 0-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first a narrow new ice covered 
lead and then 10-30 cm thick level ice with some cracks. Further off 15-30 cm thick very close 
drift ice in vast floes. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 95 %, new ice 
of concentration 80 %. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: From east to west 3-7 cm thick new ice covered lead, then 10-30 cm thick rafted level 
ice with some cracks. Further to the west 15-30 cm thick ridged very close drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: New ice concentration 100 %, level ice concentration 90-100 %, consolidated 
ice concentration 100 %. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Then 10-30 cm thick rafted level ice with some cracks. 
Further to the northwest 15-30 cm thick ridged very close drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 90-100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d8 
Area: Off Stockholm 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick, then 10-30 cm thick rafted level ice. Further to the southeast 
10-20 cm thick close drift ice. New ice at the ice edge 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 90-100 %, close drift ice concentration 70 %, 
new ice concentration 50 %. 
Verification: Ice edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 24.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940224_d9 
Area: Off Gotska Sandön 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick and then 10-30 cm thick partly rafted level ice. Further to the 
southeast new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 90-100 %, new ice concentration 50 %. 
Verification: Ice edge is partly unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 26.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940226_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 35-50 cm, snow 2-10 cm. Off the fast ice a lead covered by the 5-10 cm thick 
level ice, and then 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated ice. 
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Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice, consolidated ice concentration 99 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 26.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940226_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice, then 30- 
50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 26.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940226_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d1 
Area: Off Luleå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice with very 
narrow lead. Further off consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice narrow frozen lead. More to the east 30-50 cm thick 
rafted consolidated ice, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-65 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice and then 30- 
50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
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Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-65 cm, snow <5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick partly rafted level ice 
with some cracks and then 10-30 cm thick ridged consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 2-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first an area of level, 10-30 cm 
thick ice, with some cracks. Then consolidated drafted ice, 10-30 cm thick. Further off 15-30 cm 
thick very close drift ice in vast floes. The western part is covered by 15-30 cm thick more level 
rafted ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 98 %, level ice 
of concentration 100 %. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: From east to west a lead covered by level 10-30 cm thick ice, then 10-30 cm thick 
ridged consolidated ice. Further to the west 15-30 cm thick rafted more level ice. 
Ice types in the image: New ice concentration 100 %, level ice concentration 95-100 %, consolidated 
ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Then 10-30 cm thick rafted level ice. Further to the west 5- 
10 cm thick new ice. The northern part consists of 10-30 cm thick ridged consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 97-100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 27.02.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940227_d8 
Area: Off Stockholm 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Then 10-20 cm thick level ice. Further to the east 
10-30 cm thick rafted level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 95-100 %, rafted ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 01.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
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Image: ers_940301_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 35-50 cm, snow 0-5 cm. Off the fast ice an old lead covered by 10-20 cm thick 
level ice and then 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated ice with frozen leads of more 
level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice, consolidated ice concentration 99 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 01.02.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940301_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 3-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice, then 30- 
50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 01.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940301_a7 
Area: Off Pita. 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 
%, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 04.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940304_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 35-50 cm, snow 0-5 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice with some frozen leads. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice, consolidated ice concentration 99 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 04.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940304_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 3-15 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice, then 30- 
50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 04.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
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Image: ers_940304_a7 
Area: Off Pita. 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_dl 
Area: Off Luleå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice with a very 
narrow lead. Further off consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a narrow frozen lead. More to the east 30-50 cm 
thick rafted consolidated ice, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy 
ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-65 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick level ice, with 
narrow leads and then 30-50 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 30-65 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick partly rafted and 
ridged level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
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Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 2-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first an area of 20-40 cm thick 
consolidated rafted ice. Further off 15-30 cm thick very close drift ice in vast floes. The western 
part is covered by 15-30 cm thick more level rafted ice,. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 100 %, level 
ice of concentration 100 %. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: From east to west 20-40 cm thick consolidated ice with narrow leads, then 10-40 cm 
thick ridged consolidated ice. In the south there is open water and 15-40 cm thick open drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 50 %, rafted 
ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Partly ice edge. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick then 10-30 cm thick rafted mostly level ice. Further to the 
northwest and to the north open water. The most northern part consists of 20-40 cm thick ridged 
consolidated ice and close drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 98-100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, drift ice concentration 70 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Partly ice edge. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 05.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940305_d8 
Area: Off Stockholm 
Ice thickness: At first 20-40 cm thick fast ice then 20-40 cm thick consolidated ice with leads and 
cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 95-100 %. 
Verification: Very good even in details. Ice edge is clear. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 07.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940307_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-15 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice with frozen leads. At the Estonian coast off the fast ice a lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 99 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice there could be seen consolidated ice 
with ridges and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 07.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940307_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 5-20 cm. Off the 20-40 cm thick fast ice level ice with cracks, 
then 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with 
ridges. 
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Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 07.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940307_a7 
Area: Off Pita. 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d1 
Area: Off Lulea 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice 30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice a narrow frozen lead and an open lead. More to the 
east 30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice 
with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 10-20 cm. Off the fast ice a lead and then 20-40 cm thick 
close drift ice. Further off rafted and ridged consolidated ice 30-60 cm thick. At the Swedish coast 
20-40 cm thick level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 80 %, 
consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-65 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick partly rafted and 
ridged level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
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Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 2-10 cm. Off the fast ice at first an area of 20-40 cm thick 
consolidated ridged ice, and then a lead. Further off 20-40 cm thick very close drift ice in vast 
floes. The western part is covered by consolidated ice, 20-40 cm thick. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 70 %, 
consolidated ice of concentration 100 %. 
Verification: Ice edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: From east to west 20-40 cm thick drift ice and then a lead with narrow drift ice belts, 
then 20-40 cm thick close drift ice. More to the west 20-40 cm thick ridged consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Consolidated ice concentration 95 %, drift ice concentration 50 %, drift ice 
concentration 70 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Partly ice edge. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 08.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940308_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Then to the west 10-30 cm thick mostly level ice. Further to 
the northwest and north open water with strips of drift ice. The northern part consists of 20-40 cm 
thick ridged consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 98-100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, drift ice concentration 10-70 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Partly ice edge. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 10.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940310_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-15 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice with frozen leads. At the Estonian coast off the fast ice a lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 99 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 10.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940310_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 5-20 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted consolidated 
ice with cracks and minor leads. Then 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off 
consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
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Obscurity: No. 
Date: 10.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940310_a7 
Area: Off Piteå. 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible very good. Level ice with ship lines and the ridged consolidated ice 
are visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d 1 
Area: Off Luleå. 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice 30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice some frozen leads. More to the east rafted 
consolidated ice, 30-60 cm thick, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy 
ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 10-20 cm. Off the fast ice minor leads and then very close 
rafted drift ice, 20-40 cm thick. Further off 30-60 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated ice. At 
the Swedish coast 20-40 cm thick level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 80 %, 
consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-65 cm, snow 5-15 cm. At the fast ice edge a heavy ridge. Further off 20- 
40 cm thick partly rafted and ridged level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
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Image: ers_940311_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 2-10 cm. Off the fast ice at first an area of consolidated 
heavily ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick, and then a lead with very open drift ice. Further off 20-40 cm 
thick close to very close drift ice in vast floes. The northwestern part is covered by 20-40 cm thick 
consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, drift ice concentration 20-70 %, consolidated ice of concentration 
100 %. 
Verification: Ice edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: In the image there is drift ice, 20-40 cm thick, and of various concentration. 
Ice types in the image: Drift ice concentration 10-100 %. 
Verification: Partly ice edge. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Off the fast ice there is a consolidated area of 20-40 cm thick 
ice, and further off there are strips of drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 10- 
70 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Partly ice edge. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d8 
Area: Off Stockholm 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick, and then 20-40 cm thick very open drift ice. In the east 
consolidated area of 20-40 cm thick ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, drift ice concentration 10-70 %, consolidated area of 20-40 cm thick 
ice. 
Verification: Ice edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 11.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940311_d9 
Area: Off Gotska Sandön 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Then 20-40 cm thick very open drift ice . 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, drift ice concentration 10-30 %. 
Verification: Ice edge is partly unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 13.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940313_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice with frozen leads. At the Estonian coast off the fast ice a lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
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Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice there is consolidated ice with ridges 
and more level ice. Leads are visible. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 13.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940313_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice first a minor lead and then 30-60 cm 
thick rafted consolidated ice, then 30-50 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off consolidated 
40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 13.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers940313_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d1 
Area: Off Luleå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice 30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. Further off 
consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice some frozen leads. More to the east rafted 
consolidated ice, 30-60 cm thick, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy 
ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 10-15 cm. Off the fast ice minor leads with open drift ice, and 
then consolidated ice, 30-60 cm thick. Further off 30-60 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated 
ice. At the Swedish coast 20-40 cm thick level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 50 %, 
consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
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Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first a lead and then an area of 
consolidated heavily ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick. At the ice edge the is a brash ice barrier. Further 
off 20-40 cm thick very open drift ice in small to vast floes. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, drift ice concentration 10-70 %, consolidated ice of concentration 
90 %, barash ice barrier. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: In the image there are three areas of drift ice, 20-40 cm thick, and of various 
concentration. 
Ice types in the image: Drift ice concentration 10-100 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Off the fast ice there is a consolidated area of 20-40 cm thick 
ice, and further off there are strips of drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 10- 
70 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d8 
Area: Off Stockholm 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Then 20-40 cm thick very open to open drift ice. In the east 
consolidated area of 20-40 cm thick ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, drift ice concentration 10-70 %, consolidated area of 20-40 cm thick 
ice. 
Verification: Ice edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 14.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940314_d9 
Area: Off Gotska Sandön 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick and then open water. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice. 
Verification: Ice edge is partly unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 16.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940316_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-10 cm. Off the fast ice rafted and ridged consolidated ice, 
20-40 cm thick, with minor leads and cracks. At the Estonian coast off the fast ice a lead. 
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Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 16.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940316_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-65 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first frozen minor lead and then 
30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. More to the west rafted consolidated ice, 30-50 cm thick. 
Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 16.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940316_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. At the ice field 
there is a narrow frozen lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 17.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940317_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice some frozen narrow leads. More to the east rafted 
consolidated ice, 30-60 cm thick, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy 
ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 17.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940317_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 10-15 cm. Off the fast ice a lead, partly new ice covered, and 
then 30-60 cm thick consolidated ice. Further off 30-60 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated 
ice. At the Swedish 20-40 cm thick coast level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 50 %, 
consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. The ice edge of the lead is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 17.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940317_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick partly rafted and 
ridged consolidated ice with minor leads and cracks. 
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Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 17.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940317_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first an area of consolidated 
heavily ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick. At the ice edge there is a brash ice barrier. Further off there is 
open water. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice of concentration 90 %, barash ice barrier. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 19.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940319_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-8 cm. Off the fast ice rafted and ridged consolidated ice, 20- 
40 cm thick, with minor leads and cracks. At the Estonian coast off the fast ice a lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. Off the fast ice could be seen consolidated ice with 
ridges and more level ice. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 19.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940319_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first frozen minor lead and then 
30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. More to the west there is rafted consolidated ice, 30-50 cm 
thick. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 19.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940319_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor frozen leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. At the ice 
field there is a narrow frozen lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice some frozen narrow leads. More to the east rafted 
consolidated ice, 30-60 cm thick, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy 
ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
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Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice an ice covered lead, and then 
consolidated 30-60 cm thick ice with minor leads and cracks. Further off rafted and ridged 
consolidated 30-60 cm thick ice. At the Swedish coast 20-40 cm thick level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice, level ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 50 %, 
consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-75 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-40 cm thick partly rafted and 
ridged consolidated ice with minor leads and cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-70 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice an area of consolidated heavily 
ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick. Further off there is new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice of concentration 100 %, new ice concentration 
100 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: In the northern part there is new ice, otherwise open water. 
Ice types in the image: New ice concentration 95 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Off the fast ice there is an area of 20-40 cm thick very close 
drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 80 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 20.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940320_d8 
Area: Off Stockholm 
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Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Off the fast ice there is an area of 20-40 cm thick very close 
drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 80 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 22.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940322_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-8 cm. Off the fast ice rafted and ridged consolidated ice, 20- 
40 cm thick, with minor leads and cracks. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Fast ice is visible with ship lines. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 22.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940322_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first a frozen minor lead and then 
30-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice. More to the west there is rafted consolidated ice, 30-50 cm 
thick. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 22.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940322_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm. Off the fast ice a small area of 30-50 cm thick rafted level ice with 
minor frozen leads. Further off consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. At the ice 
field there is a narrow frozen lead. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d1 
Area: Off Lulea 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice 40-60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice with minor 
cracks. Further off consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice some frozen narrow leads. More to the east 30- 
60 cm thick rafted consolidated ice, and then consolidated ice field of 40-70 cm thick ice with 
heavy ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
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Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice a narrow lead, and then consolidated 
30-60 cm thick ice with minor leads and cracks. Further off 30-60 cm thick rafted and ridged 
consolidated ice. At the Swedish coast 20-40 cm thick level ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d4 
Area: Off Vaasa 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-75 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice 20-50 cm thick partly rafted and 
ridged consolidated ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d5 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice an area of consolidated heavily 
ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick. At the ice edge a brash ice barrier. Further off there is an area of new 
ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice of concentration 100 %, new ice concentration 60- 
100 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d6 
Area: Off Rauma 
Ice thickness: In the southeast there is a narrow drift ice belt, otherwise open water. 
Ice types in the image: Drift ice concentration 70 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 23.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940323_d7 
Area: Off Mariehamn 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 20-40 cm thick. Off the fast ice at the south there is a narrow area of 20-40 cm 
thick very close drift ice. In the north strips of drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice belts concentration 
70 %. 
Verification: Clear even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 25.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940325_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
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Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-8 cm. Off the fast ice a lead, and further off 40-70 cm thick 
rafted and ridged consolidated ice with minor leads and cracks. At the ice edge there is an area of 
close drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 70-
80 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice in the image is unclear having almost equal color. Probably there is wet snow 
on ice . 
Obscurity: The ice is unclear due wet snow cover. 
Date: 25.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940325_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-75 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first minor lead with some drift 
ice and then rafted consolidated ice of 30-60 cm thick. More to the west there is consolidated 40- 
70 cm thick ice with ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 50 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 25.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940325_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-70 cm. Off the fast ice there is at first a lead, partly covered by new ice, 
and then consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 90 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 26.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940326_d2 
Area: Off Skellefteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-75 cm. Off the fast ice frozen lead. More to the east consolidated ice field 
of 40-70 cm thick ice with heavy ridges. At the eastern part rafted consolidated ice is 30-60 cm 
thick 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 26.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940326_d3 
Area: Off Pietarsaari 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-70 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice a minor lead, and then 30-60 cm 
thick consolidated ice. Further off 30-60 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated ice. At the 
Swedish coast new ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, new ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, 
rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: Very good even in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 26.03.1994 09:48 UTC 
Image: ers_940326_d5 
60 
Area: Off Kaskinen 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-70 cm, snow 5-10 cm. Off the fast ice a narrow area of consolidated 
heavily ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick. Further off there is wide area of new ice and open water. In the 
west there is at first open drift ice and then consolidated heavily ridged ice, 20-40 cm thick. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice of concentration 90-100 %, new ice concentration 
10-100 %, drift ice concentration 50 %. 
Verification: The ice edge is unclear. 
Obscurity: Ice edge. 
Date: 28.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940328_sl 
Area: Off Helsinki 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 40-60 cm, snow 0-8 cm. Off the fast ice a lead, covered by new ice, and 
further off 40-70 cm thick rafted and ridged consolidated ice with minor cracks. At the ice edge 
there is an area of close drift ice. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, drift ice concentration 70- 
80 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice in the image is partly unclear bearing almost equal color. Probably there is wet 
snow on ice . 
Obscurity: The ice is partly unclear due wet snow cover. 
Date: 28.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940328_a6 
Area: Off Kokkola 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 45-75 cm, snow 5-15 cm. Off the fast ice at first minor leads and then 30-60 
cm thick rafted consolidated ice. More to the west there is consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with 
ridges. 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, consolidated ice concentration 100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
Date: 28.03.1994 20:10 UTC 
Image: ers_940328_a7 
Area: Off Piteå 
Ice thickness: Fast ice 50-70 cm. Off the fast ice there is at first a lead, covered by level thin ice, and 
then consolidated 40-70 cm thick ice with plenty of ridges. At the area there are plenty of narrow 
leads and cracks 
Ice types in the image: Fast ice, level ice concentration 100 %, consolidated ice concentration 
100 %, rafted ice, ridged ice. 
Verification: The ice is visible in details. 
Obscurity: No. 
APPENDIX 2 
ERS-1 SAR Image Analysis Charts 
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Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S F 




1 	new ice 
0 	5 3 
1 	<2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 2 	<20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
CaCb~C 
3 	10-30 3 	20-100 
Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 4 	100-500 
5 	15-30 5 	500- 2000 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 6 2000- SaSbSc = Stage of development 30-70 7 	10000 
Istjocklek 	 aFbF 8 	30-50 8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuinjää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövsta isen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuinjää 	(b) 	second -"- -"- 	(b) nästa -"- -"- 	(b) 





FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	03.02.1994 
Lft 	Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
IUL Päällekkäin ajautunutjää 	 Avovesi <1/10 Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
C 	Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Tiheä.åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I 	I New ice 
TOI drivis 	 I II 1 	Nyis 
Harva ajojää Level ic
e 
jää i I i I i Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ic
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
a o c Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
0 0 Very open ice (1-3/10)® Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	I 	Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
flrvmite jään reuna tai jään raja I Halkeama  
Estimated ice edge or -boundary 	 Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasatherm, yrä 	 Railo 
Watarrnm erature isotherm, Lead 
Vattentemperaturisoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
E 	Thickness measured in cm 




u 	4 	Kokko a 
KOKKOLA 
O KaCICby 
•~ ;  Kailan 
JilL 	V, J S A 4[ti obA / 
iBS äå 	r w l-t täin atlen 
- V o 
Anger anä1 on 	° 
' o 'pilivö 63 
Brämön 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	 F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol l cm 	sy0mbol 0 m - 
Total iskoncentration 
1 	ice 	1 	2 new < 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 	C 2 	<10 	2 	<20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
~acbcc 
3 3 	20-100 
4 	10- 105 	4 	100- 500 Delkoncentration 
5 	15- 30 	5 	500- 2000 
Jään paksuus 	 SaSbSc 6 	30- 200 6 	2000- 10000 SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30- 70 	7 	> 10000 
Istjocklek 	 aFbFC 8 	30- 50 	8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko 1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövstaisen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second -"- -"- 	(b) nästa -"- -"- 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third -"- -'- 	(c) tredje -'- -"- 	(c) 
	
° ö° o 	° Repskär of 	pjos f 
e e 
dl's d o 
p ✓~ # Malören 
x 	o 
Kemi 	Ulkokrunni ^. 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAV S FORS KNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	05.02,1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
C 	Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Tiheä.ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojaa Tasainen jää 
I 	i 	Open ice (4-6/10) Level ice 
L ( Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
a o c Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
0 o Very open ice (1-3/10)® Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jä raja 	 Calk 
Esstimmatedd ice edge
ge 	än 
or -boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	I 	I Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa-arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
2 	Watertemperature isotherm, °C Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t 	Mitattu jätin paksuus 
E 	Thickness measured in cm 
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Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
mbol cm sy0mbol 0 m C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	sy0 -
Total iskoncentration 
1 	ice 	1 	<2 new 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 	C 2 	< 10 	2 	<20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 3 	10-30 	3 	20- 100 
De1kDneotratioW 	CaCbcc 4 	10-15 	4 	100-500 
5 	15- 30 	5 	500- 2000 
Jään paksuus SaSbSC 6 	30- 200 	6 	2000- 10000 SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30- 70 	7 	> 10000 
Istjocklek 	 rC 8 	30- 50 	8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko 1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövstaisen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second - - -'- 	(b) nästa -"- -"- 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third -'- -'- 	(c) tredje -"- ='- 	(c) 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAVSFORS KNINGSIRISTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	O6O2J994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10(10) 
fj
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (f_ number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) 	I 	I Open water 
C 	Hopskjuten is 	 I Öppet vetten 
Tiheäsjojää 18 18 	Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	118 1 I New ice 
Tat drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) Level ice 
( Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
o a ta Hyvin harva ajojäa 	 Kiincjad 
0 o I Very open ice (1-3/10)® Fast ice 
In 0 01 Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyo 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	I 	 Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	I I Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary 	 Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	I Spricka 
Veden e lämpötilan isotherm, äCrä Railo 
Watertemperature isotherm, 	 Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 
Mitattu jään paksuus 
E 	Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
ö° ° o = Repskär ov 
















FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 08.02,1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) ° 	° 	Open water 
C Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Tiheä åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I 	ttt 	18 I New ice 
Tat drivis 	 18 	18 	Nyis 
I
( I 	I 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	II Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Janus is 
0 	o 	C 
0 	o 	I 
Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiinojää 
Very open ice (1-3/10)® Fast ice 
10 	0 Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jaendge 
or 
 tai jään raja 	
I 	
Windrow 
Ice edge ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary 	 Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant I Spricka 
° 
Veden e peratur is2erm, yrä 	 Read 
Watertem erature isotherm,°C Lead 
Vattentemperaturisoterm,°C 	 Råk 
t Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
	
a ° C7 	lcrt 
° t o r 	° Repskär of ° 	Ajos D o 
015 	 ° 
r° ____..am=°  Malören 
Jain kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol ol cm 	sy0mbol g 3 — 
Total iskoncentration 
C 
1 	new ice 	1 	<2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 	2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration caCbCc 3 	10— 30 	3 	20— 100 Oelk0ncenrrarioo 4 	10-15 	4 	100-500 
5 	15— 30 	5 	500— 2000 
Jään paksuus 	 SaSbSC 6 	30— 200 	6 	2000— 10000 SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30-70 	7 	> 10000 
Istjocklek 	 F. 8 	30-50 	8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 
Jään muoto/ Lautto jen koko J 1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuin jaa 	 (a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövsta isen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— 	(b) nasta —"--"— 	(b) 
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MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS P M 
JÄÄPALVELU SOPIMUS 
PL 166 0014071 
00141 Helsinki 
N:o 	08.02.1994 
Haysforskningsinstitutet, Istjänsten, PB 166, 00141 Helsingfors, Finland 
Finnish Institute of Marine Research, Ice Service, P.O.Box 166, FIN-00141 Helsinki 
PuhJTel: +358—(9)0-635092, Fax: +358—(9)0-174573 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	09.02.1994 
liii Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
fAA Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Tiheä.åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	Itt I New ice 
Tilt drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojaä Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10)Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
o a 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
o a Very open ice (1-3/10)® Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja t 
Ice edge or ice boundary 
	
Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	I 	Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa-arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
2° Watertemperature isotherm,°C EA Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,'C 	 RAk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
E 	
Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
.ayvtiawIv °°a. 	,,- 
RNSKÖLD 	IK  
M äud 	o 
m ngermanäl en 
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I 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	 F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol cm 	symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 	0 	<- 3 
1 ice 	1 new <2 
Osittaiskonsentmatio 	C 2 	< 10 	2 	<20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 3 	10-30 	3 	20-100 
Delkoncentration 	caCbcc 4 	10- 15 	4 	100- 500 
5 	15- 30 	5 	500- 2000 
Jään paksuus 	 SaSbSC 6 	30-200 	6 	2000-10000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30-70 	7 	> 10000 
Istjocklek 	 aibFC 8 	30-50 	8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko 1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövsta isen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second -"- -"- 	(b) nästa -"- -"- 	(b) 
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HAV S FORS KNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	11.02.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
• Antautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Ra ted ice C=conc tnää 	Av ovesi 
 water 
er 
Rafted ice (C=concen[rJ Open
Lc 	Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Tiheä.äjojää tg 	Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	518 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 18 Nyis 
I 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ice I 	
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
In 	o 
o 	d 
ei Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
I Very open ice 	(1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis f 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Sohjovyö  
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow - 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall G 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary Crack jj 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
2° 
Veden lämpötilan tasa-arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
Watertemperature isothermC Lead 
®I 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	________J Räk 
I Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness 	in measured 	cm J 
Uoomätt istiocklek i cm 
5itteå~ 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol cm 	symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 	0 	<- 3 
1 ice 	1 new <2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 	,,i 	N\ < 10 	2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
C8-CbCC 
3 	10-30 	3 	20-100 
Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 	4 	100-500 
5 	15- 30 	5 	500- 2000 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 6 	30- 200 	6 	2000- 10000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30- 70 	7 	> 10000 
Istjocklek 	 aFbF 8 	30- 50 	8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70  
Lauttojen koko Jään muoto/  J 1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Ftakstorlek 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövstaisen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuinjää 	(b) 	second ='- -'- 	(b) nästa -'- -"- 	(b) 
















FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
O 12.02.1994 e°~g ©TQ~ 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
° 
 a 	 e 	° 	KEMI 
0 Consolidated, compactor very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
 ° 	 0 
å° a 	s 	Repskar 	o~ 	AJos 	° 	o 
Antautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) LULB ° 	 ° f Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.)  Malören Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.)  ,; 	
° 
a p 
o Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) ° 	Open water å  Kemi 	Ulkokrunni 
Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
.. 
° RSdkallen Tiheäajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 H 	H j New ice 
Tätdrivis 	 H 	H 	Nyis  Oului 	° 	L 
I 	I 	I 
Harvaajojtiä 	- 	 Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ice f i~I3 	# 
trbmsgrund 	
p Marjaniemi 	Hat o o 
Spndd drivis 	 Jämn is 
a 
o 
Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
Very open ice 	(1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
— - 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö .HA 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow Nahkiainen 	RAAH Br2åCS (k Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall CadSb 
Arvioitu Jään reuna tai jään raja 	 i Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary Crack B! rÖkklb ers_940212—d2 
Spricka Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 
Ulkoka a 
Veden lämpötilan tasa-arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
Watertemperature isotherm,°C Lead 
BI k 	t å 
s - ajpk4 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	 Råk 
t Mitattu jään paksuus 
E Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
Sikeå  
ata$1Orgrund' s's 	 a _ 	Knkkrt n 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol cm 	symbol 	0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 	0 	< 3 
1 ice 	I new <2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 	C 2 	< 10 	2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
CaCbCC 
3 	10-30 	3 	20-100 
Delkoncentration 4 	10- 15 	4 	100- 500 
5 	15-30 	5 	500- 2000 
Jään paksuus 	 SaSbSc 6 	30-200 	6 	2000-10000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30- 70 	7 	> 10000 
Istjocklek 	 FbF 8 	30- 50 	8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 Jään muoto/ Lautto jen koko J 1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuinjää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövstaisen 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuinjää 	(b) 	second -" 	-'- 	(b) nästa -'- -"- 	(b) 
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MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	14.02.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
0  Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallan/naut.m.) 
rdL Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	• 	Avovesi <1/10 Rafted ice (C=concentr.) 	I 	 Open water C 	Hopskjuten is 	 I Öppet vatten 
Tiheä ijojää I 	Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	55 55 I New ice 
Tat drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	II Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jamn is 
0 o 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
o a I Very open ice (1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary 	 Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	II Spricka 
Veden e peratur isatherm, yrä Lead 
° 	Watertem erasure isotherm,°C 	 Lead 
E
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Råk t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
Qu St.F-Ägg 
Holmögadd 
ValassaaretQ0 ä 	i! 
O 
Norrskär 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol cm 	symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 	0 	< 3 
1 	newice 	1 	<2 
Kaztsborg TpQ 
Ositlaiskonsenlraatio 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
LaUbLC 
2 	<10 	2 	<20 
3 	10-30 	3 	20-100 Q; Tomte$ Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 	4 	100 500 
5 	-20 	5 	500- 2000 SaS.bSc 
{~ 	 0 
oå 	o 	(J  
0 	0 Jään paksuus 
SaSbSc = Sta e of U 
6 	30 200 	6 	2000 10000 
30 
0 development g 	P 7 	30- 70 	7 	> 10000 
° 	ö° v 	• Repskdr 	o°  Ajos ° 	° Istjocklek 	 aFbF 8 	30-50 	8 	Fast ice 
v 
i? 	o d ° 
O 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko 
9 	50-  
1. 	
70 
70-120 	X Not determined 
Ö c 	M Malören 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
- 	or unknown 
aD 
0 ° ° .: paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövsta isen 	(a) 
Kemi 	Ulkokrunni • toiseksipaksuinjää 	(b) 	second -- -'- 	(b) nästa -'--"- 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	-'- -"- 	(c) tredje -'- -'- 	(c) 
ers_940214 —a7 :.. 
ors rön sg i n o o usrpåpzeti 
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N:o 	15.02.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compactor very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunutjäå 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Ttheä.ajojää Ill 	Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	Itu tä New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Itä 	II Nyis 
II 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	I Level ice 
( 	Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
0 o 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
0 o Very open ice (1-3/10) 	® Fast ice lo o 	Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	I Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 I Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
° 	Watertem erasure isotherm,°C Lead 
Vattentemperaturisoterm,°C 	 Råk 
Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
7ään kokooaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol cm 	symbol 0 m 
To 	iskoncentration 0 	— 	0 	5 3 
1 ice 	1 	<2 new 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 	2 	< 20 
sh g Totrte$ CaCbCc = Partial concentration CaCu 
3 	10-30 	3 	20— 100 
p DeRoncentradon 	 c 4 	10-15 	4 	100— 500 
5 	15— 30 	5 	500— 2000 




SaSbSc = Stage of development 
p I t ge ofk 
7 	30— 70 	7 	> 10000 
e 	a Ajos 	e a ° 1 	 FC  8 	Fast ice 9 	50-70 
1 	dl 	! 94 0215 
  Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 
1. 	70-120 	X Not determined 
0 	a ,. 
2n ers — 	 — Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
or unknown 
p ° 	o 	. paksuinjää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövsta isen 	(a) 
x Kemi 	Ulkokrunni toiseksi paksuinjää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— 	(b) nästa —"— —"— 	(b) 
kolmanneksipaksuinjää 	(c) 	third _U_ _"_ 	(c) tredje —U--U— 	(c) 
:. 	. •:•. 
rö sg n o VtrpinTeini 
..:................... Oulul 	. 	 . ..... 
Marjaniemi 	}I 	o 0 	~'Uleäno 
Nahkiainen 	RAA 
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9 17° 	18° 	19° 	20° 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS  
66° 	HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	20®02.1994
EJEJLJ Yhteenjäätynyl, yhteenajautunuttoi hyvin tiheä a'ojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/to) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tilt drivis 
Ahlautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f-ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f-vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin aJ'autunutjää 	Avovesi <1/10 
C 	Rafted ice (C-concentc) Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 Oppet varten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I 	I New ice 
Tilt drivis 	 1111 Nyis 
Harva ajojåå Tasainen jää 
65° 	
I III Spridddrivi6/10) 
	 Level 
01 0 o Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
® 0 	Very open ice (1-3/10) 	Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	j Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Cckama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary I 	Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	I I Spricka 
,_2 
	Veden lämpötilan tasa therm,äyrä Railo 
° 	Watenem erature isotherm,°C 	 Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Råk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
E Thickness measured in cm 







Ange anäl  
ss° 	 "o°pvlve 
ögb n n 
OMB 
Brämön 
23° 24° 25 °: 	26° 27° 	2è° 26° 36° 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	- Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol o m 
Total iskoncentration 0 
1 
- 	0 	`- 	3 
	
new ice 1 	< 2 66, 
Kalix TORNIO Osittaiskonsentraatio 
~Cc 
2 < 10 2 	< 20 
Karlsborg p Tome3 CaCbCc -Partial concentration 3 10- 30 3 	20- 100 Delkoncentration 
	(CaCb 4 10-15 4 	100-500 
(~ 
KEMI Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 6 
I5-30 5 	500-2000 
30- 2006 	200- 10000 





SaSbSc 	Stage - 	of development 
Istjocklek C 7 30-70 7 	> 1000 
o ° 8 30-50 8 	Fast ice 
p M Malören 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 
FaFbFc - Form of ice/ Floesize 9 I. 
50- 70 
70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice (a) 	grövsta isen 	) 
Kemi 	Ulkokrunni ° 	 toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second -"- -"- 	(b) nästa -"- -"- (b) 





e r 	 65°-  

17° 	18° 	19° 	`200. 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
660 	HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 23.02.1994 
II 	I 	Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Conso idated compact or very close ice (9—I0/I0) 
Sammanfrusen. kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunul tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f-ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f number ofridges/naut.m.): 
Vallar och upptornad is (f vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin a1iautunutjää 	 1 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) ® jOpen water 
Hopskjuten is 	 Oppet varten 
Tiheä ajojää 	 Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 et 	Nyis 
Harva ajojaä Tasainen jää 





e o Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiiotojää 
0 o 	Very open ice (1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Faslis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow 
Iskamt eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Hatkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
2  Veden elämpötilan   tasa— erm,0Crä Lead ° 	Watertem erasure isotherm,°C 	Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 











21° 22° !' 	• 	23° • 240 • 25' 26° 27° 	28å' 	29° 	• 	300 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) 	 S 	F 
C 	- Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol 	cm symbol 	a m 
Total iskoncentration 	 0 	— 	0 	< 	3 
1 	new ice 1 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraalio 2 	< 102 	<20 CaCbCc — Partial concentration 3 	10— 30 3 	20— 100 
Delkoncentration 	4 	10— 15 4 	100— 500 
66°'- 
Kalix 	 TORNIO Karlsborg 	p Tomeå 
t~ 	° 	o e 	° 	KEMI 
°~ 	o 	d 	p 	p 
223®a7 	p° ® 	° Repskär  
c~ 	o  
p ° Malören 	 ° 
° 
Jään paksuus 5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc — Stage of development 	6 	30— 2006 	2000— 10000 
Istjocklek 	7 	30-70 7 > 1000
8 	30-50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen 	 9 	50— 70 #ko 
FaFbFc — Form of ice/ Floesize I. 	70-120 X Not determined 
_aråtUg 	° 	e Form av ts/ Flakstorlek 	 or unknown ° 	° paksu in jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen a) 
MKemi Ulkokrunni toiseksipaksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— 	(b) 	nästa —"— —"— 	(b) 
TEA 	° kolmanneksipaksuinjää 	(c) 	third 	—"— —"— 	(c) 	tredje —" 	—"— 	(c) 
Oulul 





Marjaniemi   OULU 65°- 
O' 
-EFCEA ! Na en 	AAAH 
Gäsö -n'® Brahest' 
8j röklubb 
UI Ila 
BI çkk I 	 rk atajoki 
o 
' slkeå o ers_9 	223—a6 
_ 	
M 64°. 
gru ; <-- Kokk la 
EA KOKKOLA 
m St.F-Ägg Q 0 Karleby 
°  0 Kailan 















62° ers 940224 d 	 I 	 62°'' 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	- Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m ers_940224_ 1 Total iskoncentration 0 
new ice 0 <	<2 66°' 
Kalix TORNIO 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 102 	<20 
Karlsborg O Tomeä CaCbCc - Partial concentration C$Cb~ C 3 	10— 30 3 	20— 100 OeIkonceofradon 4 	10— 15 4 	100— 500 
0 	o 	KEMI Jään paksuus 	SoSbSC 5 	15-30 5 	500— 2000 
0 6 	p SaSbSc 	Stage of development 6 	30— 2006 	2000— 10000 0 	0 	e Ajos Istjocklek 	 aFbFc 7 	30-70 7 > 1000 8 	30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
L 	B ° Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 	50-70 
en FaFbFc — Form of ice/ Floesize I. 	70-120 X Not determined 
fUgN 	o 	° Form 
av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown  
p . 	o paksuin jää 	 (a) 	thickest ' 	 ' ice 	(a) 	 rövsta isen O S a ) 
Kemi 	Ulkokrunni toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second "— —"— (b) ndcta —"— —"— 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	-- -- (c) tredje -- -- 	(c) 
# Oulu1 
ö gr nd VirpiniCmi 
Marjaniemi  	O1JLU r 65° 








ers 940224 d2 
HUD1 S 	L ° 






Blomm Xa Storjungfrun E 	' Ra mö ers 940224 d6 
61° ° 	 x 
Finng e ffi — 
61°-  












xo 	r n n 	 °~ ®~ 9 NAANTALINåden 
al 
PORVOO 
OViISA 	KOTK vt ° d D 
Örsk ° ° e 	$ 	°eon a 	o 	g9~ 	
KUÅIm 
, 	o 	q 	Ini po~ o SALO 
Borg9? Q 	°e a 	 S 	Primor k 
nciers 	
° 
(j 	~~ I~QKunniinge~å Porkkal3Helsin o. 	° p 
o J° 	a Za 	h 
Ortengrund 	P 	Bol.Bere~bwyt 
Sv rtklubtrb D 	° 	°  n 	d °  P ° 	Harmaja 	 kgp. 	 Seskar Kotli 
60° 
N6t8 ° 	a 0 ö m 	 . c? ° ° C~ Kskar 	° 
° Kalbåda rund 	x x Helsinki 	 g 	 Motshjnyj 	 ScM1epelevslo ° 
ANK ®•° 0 Bol ST TFRSWllBG 
NORRTÅLI Söd 	 ' • 	0 ° 	
-' Jussarö ° Mal.Tyters 	M  







10t0'1 	 ~~ 
N Rdsk r p NARVA 
-19 r e 940224 ers ~Pakrf 
Tahkuna 
59° Jj Ristna 59°- 
(U( AP RIlllHA ALU 
OXEL SUN 	Dq o rt 
• 
x Gustaf 	alen ers_940224_d9 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
JAAPALVELU 
p Iyj M 
SOPIMUS 
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Häradskär U 	 OKihnu 
5 	0 Fårö 
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©DMR,ICS SERVI E 
17° 	 18° 	 19° 200 	21 	 2° 	 2 24° 2° 2 	 2 	 2° 2 • v 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
00 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10~ Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt )jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
faA 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.)  
c
Päällekkäin åJ autunut jä 	9 Avovesi <1/10 Rafted ice (C=concentr.) I Open water Hopskjuten is 	Öppet vatten 
Tiheä åjojää Uusi jäå Close ice (7-8/10) New ice Tat drivis Nyis 
Harva ajojää 	Tasainen jää 	r 
B 	I 	Spriåå drix s Eno) Jäntncs e 
	
o 	e 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	Kiintojää 0 	o 	Very open ice 	(1-3/10) 	Fast ice Mycket spridd drivis Fastis  
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 	LEA Ice edge or ice boundary 	Windrow Iskant eller isgräns Stampvall 	 S 	if 
Estimate jään reuna or jään raja 	Crackama Estimated ice edge of –boundary Crack 	g! ti Uppskattad isgräns ellet askant - Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa–arvokäyrä 	Railo 	bi 01 Watertem 	rature isotherm,°C Lead 2 	Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Råk 
Mitattu jään paksuus t E 	Thickness measured in cm 	 I Siltäti. Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
e' [7 p 	nMtm 
° t o 	° Repskar as 	ÅJos 1  
✓/i-1~ M Malören  
Kemi Ulkokmnni 
Oulul 
Marjaniemi 	Hu o ao 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) 	S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol 	cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 	 0 	– 	0 	3 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 
1 	new ice 1 	< 2 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 	
2 	< 10 2 	< 20 
Delkoncentration (CaCbCc 	3 	10– 30 3 	20– 100 4 	10– 15 4 	100– 500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 	5 	15– 30 5 	500– 2000 SaSbSc =Stage of development 	 6 	30– 2006 	2000– 10000 
Istjocklek aFbFc 7 	30– 70 7 > 1000' 8 	30– 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 	 9 	50– 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 	 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 	 or unknown 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second –'– –"– 	(b) 	nästa –'– –"– 	(b) 
koImannksipaksuinjää 	(c) 	third –"– –'– 	(c) 	tredje –'--'– 	(c) 
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FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 27.02.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) f Ahtautunut Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
C Hopskjuten is 	 I 	Oppet vatten 
Tiheä.åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I 	I New ice 
Tat drivis 	 Nyis 
i 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jai 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	II Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
a 	o 
o 	o 
Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
Very open ice 	(1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	
II 
Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden elämpötilaneatur tasotherm, C Lead 
Watertem erature isotherm,°C 	 Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Rik 
Mitattu jään paksuus Et Thickness measured in cm Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
. 	. . . 	... C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol cm 	symbol 0  m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 	0 	<_ 3 
1 	new ice 	1 	<2 
TORNIO 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 	2 	< 20 
Karlsborg  TORNI O CaCbCc = Partial concentration CaCbCC 3 	10- 30 	3 	20- 100 
. 	. 	. 	..................
• Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 	4 	100- 500 
5 	15-30 	5 	500-2000 
Jään paksuus 	 SaSbSc 6 	30- 200 	6 	2000- 10000 p SaSbSc = Stage of development 7 	30-70 	7 	> 10000 
e 	a Ajoa ° Istjocklek 	 aFbFC 8 	30-50 	8 	Fast ice 
° 	
° Jään muoto/ Lauttojen koko I. 	70-120 	X Not determined n  : FaFbFc = Form of ice! Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
0 x 	 0  paksuinjää 	 (a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grövsta isen 	(a) 
Kemi 	Utkokmnni toiseksigaksuinjää 	(b) 	second -" 	-"- 	(b) nästa -"--" 	(b) 










FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
• N:o 01.03.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
fEjEJE 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tat drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water C Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet varten 
Tiheå.åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I 	tr 	H I New ice 
Tat drivis 	 H 	Nyis 
ii 	i Harva ajojää Tasainen jäå 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 I Jämn is 
o a 
0 	o 
Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
Very open ice 	(1-3/10) Fast ice 
lo 0 Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja I Sohjovyo 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	I 	I Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary 	 Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant Spricka 
2° 
Veden lämpötilan tasa-arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
Watertemperature isotherm, °C Lead 
Vattentemperaturisoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm °,. 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) 	S 	F 









0 	< 3 1 	<2 
2 	< 20 
66°` 





10-15 4 	10~ 500 
7ään paksuus 








3 	20- 100 
 
5 	500- 2000 
10000 
6 2~i 10000 
8 	Fast ice 
Lauttojen Jään muoto/ koko 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second -"- -"- 	(b) 
















\t' ° 	Repskär 	ee 	° ° 	 Ajaa 
L1TTF o o ° 
p x 	Malören 
arstugru 	o 	e 
Kemi 	Ulkokrunni 
ers 940301 d7 
ors rö sg n o a 	Virpinismi 
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••4 	 17° 	• 18° 	19 	•
ENTUT 	USLAIT S 
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
6~~ FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
:o 	04,03°1994 
Yhteenjaåtynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt cllcr myckel Iät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt jää (f=ahlautumia/mpk) 
fAA Ridged or hummocked tee (f=number of ridges/naut m.) 
Vallar och upplornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=conccntr.) Open water 
C 	Hopskjuten is 	 • 	Öppet varten 
Tmcä ijojää uusijää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	New ice 	• 
Tai drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
	
65v 	Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
O 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
O O My`cket spridd drivis 	 cc Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 	LEF 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	Halkcama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary Crack 	• 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa- 	rä 	 Railo 





Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
E 	Thickness measured in cm 	 Si 
._ 	 Uonmätt istiocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) 	symbol 	cm 	symbol 	0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 0 	< 3 
] 	new ice 1 	<2 
Osiltaiskonscnlraatio 2 	<10 2 	<20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 	t~ 
CaCVCC 
3 	10-30 3 	20-100 
Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 4 	100-500 
6~ 5 	15-30 5 	500-2000 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSC 6 	30- 200 6 	2000- 10000 SaShSc = Stage of development 7 	30-70 7 	> 10000 
Istjocklck 	 aFbF 8 	30- 50 8 	Fast ice 
9 	50-70 Jään muoto/ lautto jen koko 1 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize or unknown 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) grbvsta iscn 	(a) 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second -- -- 	(b) nästa -'- - "- 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	-"- -"- 	(c) tredje -"- -"- 	(c) 
_ ~ o 
Ångem 	 '  
3° 	 °jf illva 
4 4-iC 
so 






17° 	18° 	19° 	2b° 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS  
68 	HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
• FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	05.03,1994 
_ 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä a o ää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyl'ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	I 	I Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) I Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 I 	I Oppet vatten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
'.. 	Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
•• Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojaa Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	I Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
• Q 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
O 	O Very open ice (1-3/10) 	 Fast ice Mycket spridd drivis Fastis 
1ään reuna tai jään raja 	 Sohjovyii 
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Estimated  jään reuna tai jään dar 	 Crackama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskatlad isgräns eller iskun[ - Spricka 
Veden eat usoiher , Crä 	
Lead ° 	Veden 
lämpö ilan 
 erasure isotherm,°C 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm 
Uppmätt istjocklek i cm 
23° 
r 	f 
Li 	.•t'l1 • iv... 	i; 
a 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	— 	0 	< 	3 
C 1 	new ice I 	< 2 Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration CaCbCC 3 	10— 	3 	20— 100 15 Delkoncentration 4 	10— 15 4 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30— 2006 	2000— 10000 
Istjocklek 7 	30-70 7 > 1000 
8 	30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 	50_ 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— 	(b) 	nästa —'— —"— 	(h) 
kolmanneksi naksuin iää 	(c) 	third 	—"— —"— (d 	tredie —"— —"— 	(c) 
 
0 
sna- U 	grämön 	 5ä1gtU 
ers 940305 d5 

Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 — 	0 	` 	3 
C 1 new ice 1 	< 2 Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 < 10 2 	< 20 
• CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
• CaCbCc 3 10— 30 3 	20— 100 Delkoncentration 4 10— 15 4 	100— 500 
• Jään paksuus 	SaSbSC 5 15— 30 5 	500— 2000 • SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 30— 2006 	2000— 10000 
Istjocklek 	 a~ C 7 30— 70 7 	> 10001 
8 30-50 8 	Fast ice 
• Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
• paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice (a) 	grövsta isen 
• toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second 	— —°— (h) 	nåsta —'— —'— 	(b) 
• kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	—°— —'— (c) tredje 	— 	(c) 
17° 	98°` 	1° 	2b° 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
Neo 	7°03°1994 
UII 	Conso idated, compact or very close ice (9—l0/10) Yhteeniaätynyt, yhteenajautanut tai hyvin tiheä aJ'o'aä Sammanfrusen, kompakl eiler mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt 'ää (f=ahtautumia/mPk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice ((=concentr.) Open water C Hopskjaten is 	 Öppet varten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojaä Tasainen jää 
Open ice (4-6/10) 	I Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
Very open ice (1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	I 	Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	
I
Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu 	
edge 
dice 	tai jään raja 	Halkeama 
Estimated ice 
ge 
or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden empe atur isa— erm,° rä 	 Railo 
2° 	Watertemperature isotherm,°C Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
	
:. 	Thickness measured in cm 
e° 	E 	Uppmät( istiocklek i cm 
i 
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FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	8O31994 
YhteenJ'äätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä a'o'ää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
f Ahtautunu( tai röykkiöitynyt iää (f=ahtautumia/mPk) Ridged or hummocked ice ('f=number of ridges/naut.m.) Vatlar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin aiautunutjää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water C 	Hopskjuten is 	 Öppet vatten 
Tiheä ajojää 	 Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
165, 	I I 	I Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 I Jämn is 
0 	Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
O 	O Very open ice (1-3/10) 	 Fast ice Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Ijään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow Iskant ellet isgräns 	 I 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
2
Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä 	 Railo 
° 	Watertem erature isothermC Lead  
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C 	 Räk 
t 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm 
cn ° 	 Uppmätt istiocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) 	 S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol 	cm symbol 	0 m 
Total iskoncentration 	 0 	— 	0 	` 	3 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 	C 	
1 	new ice 1 	< 2 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
2 	< 1(D 2 	< 20 
Oelkoncenttafioo 	Ca~.bCC 	
3 	10— 30 3 	20— 100 
4 	10— 15 4 	100— 500 
Jään paksuus 	I SaSbSc 	5 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 	 6 
Istjocklek 	 aFbFc I 	7 8 
15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
30— 2006 	2000— 1000O 
30— 70 7 	> 1000 
30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 	 9 50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 	 1. 70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	 thickest ice (a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuinjää 	(b) 	second —"— —'— (b) nästa —"--"— 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	—"— —"— (c) tredje 	"— —"— 	(c) 
I 
Sydostbro (?e 	, 
. RNSKÖLD IK 	 x 
kagsud 	a 
Ångermanäl en • ° 
r 
•° 	 lvö 	 a 
° ~ 	 ers940308 d4 
HARNÖSAN e r 
SUNDS AL 	° 	 KASKINE Kaskö 
Ind 	Brämön 	 Sälgru
1Li i )I 
62°  

Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol o m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	- 	0 	< 	3 
' ~ 1 	new ice 1 	< 2 Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	<102 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentrationcueCbCc 3 	10-30 3 	20- 100 Delkoncentration 4 	10-154 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 
5 	15-30 5 	500- 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30- 2006 	2000-10000 
30-70 
 
Istjocklek 	 ab~,U 7  	7 	> 10001 
8 	30- 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ lauttojen ko 9 	50- 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuinjää 	(b) 	second -"- -'- (b) 	nästa -"- -"- 	(b) 
kolmanneksi naksuin iää 	(cl 	third 	-"- -"- (cl 	tredie -"- -"- 	(cl 
J 	 b o 0 









FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	10®03®1994 
Yhteen~äätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä aJ'o'ää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/loi 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt etler mycket tat drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt'ää (f=ahtautumia/mPk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
c1Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	Avovesi <1/10 Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water Hopskjuten is 	 Oppet vatten 
Tiheä åjojilä Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
Tat drivis 	 Nyis 




ee p  
0 0 01 Hyvin harva ajojää 	jy Kiintojää 
a o 	Very open ice (1-3/l0) 	Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	I Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns ellet iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa-arvokäyrä Railo 
ZPe ° 	Watertem rature isotherm,°C 	Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 
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MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 	 P M M 
JÄÄPALVELU 	 SOPIMUS 
PI, 166 	 00140/71 
00141 Helsinki  
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 — 	0 	~ 	3 
1 new ice 1 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 < 10 2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
aCbCC 3 10-30 3 	20— 100 Delkoncentration 4 10— 15 4 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSC 5 15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 30— 20(16 	2000— 10000 
Istjocklek 	 bFC 7 30-70 7 	a 10001 ta S 30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen k 9 50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	thickest ice (a) 	gr6vsta isen 	i 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— (b) nästa —"— —"— 	(b) 








FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	11°03°1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhIeeHajaatoHut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compactor very close ice (9-10/]O) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt 'ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
LPäällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water Hopskjuten is 	 o Oppet vatten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 I New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
' I I I 
0 Open ice 	 Level ice 
Jämn is 
o eq Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiinlojää 
0 o Very open ice (1-3/10) 	®Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant ellen isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä Railo 
2P ° 	Watertemperature isotherm,°C 	 Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Råk 
I 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
Thickness measured in cm 
Unnmätt istiocklek i cm 
L 	 WIC' i3 !I~IIc~if~ 
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MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS  
HAVSFO RS KN INGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	13®3®1994 
Yhteennäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajojää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10; 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt'ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
Hopskjuten ts 	 I Oppet vasen 
Tiheä åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 m m I New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
I I I 	P~dd drivis 6/10) 
	 Level ice 
Jämn is 
a o c Hyvin harva ajojää Kiintojää 
o Very open ice (1-3/10) 	® Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary 	 Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä Railo 
2° 	Watertemperature isotherm,°C 	 Lead 
EE
Vattentemperatur isoterm, C Räk 
Thickness 
jään paksuus 
ickkn meeasured in cm 
Uppmätt istiocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	— 	0 	< 	3 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 	,/?j \\ 1 	new ice 1 	< 2 2 	< 10 2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration (CaCbCc 3 	10— 30 3 	20— 100 Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 4 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30- 2006 	2000- 10000 
Istjocklek 	 a FC 7 	30-70 7 > 1000 
8 	30- 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 	50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövstaisen 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— (b) nästa —'— 	"— 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	—"— —"— (c) tredje —"— —"— 	(c) 
Brämön 
62° 
Merikar iia  
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FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	14.03.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä aJ'o'ää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10; 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahlautunut tai röykkiiiitynyt ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin aJiautunut jää 	Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 Oppet vatten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	I 38 	I New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Il Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
65°- 	I 	I 	Open ice (4-6/10) 	 Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 II Jämn is 
o 01 Hyvin harva ajojäa 	 Kiinlojää 
e o Very open ice (1-3/10) 	MFast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja Sohjovyo 
Ice edge ice boundary 	 Windrow 
Iskant eller  isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or—boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	I 	I Spricka 
° 
	
/ 	Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä Railo 
eriem rature isotherm,°C 	Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 
( 	Mitattu jään paksuus 
E 	Thickness measured in cm Uppmätt ispocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 
C 
0 	— 	0 	~ 	3 
1 	new ice 1 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 2 	< 20 CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
 3 	t0— 30 3 	20— 100 Delkoncentration 4 	10-15 4 	100— 500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30— 2006 	2000— 100(8) 
Istjocklek 	 ab~'C 7 	30— 70 7 	> 1000( 
8 	30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 	50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 	a 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —'— 	(b) 	nästa —" 	—"— 	(b) 
kolmanneksi naksuin iää 	(c) 	third 	— (cl 	tredie 	— —"— 	(cl 
Nahkiainen 	8 ;R! 
r 
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Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	— 	0 	~ 	3 
1 	new ice 1 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
CaCbCc 3 	10-30 3 	20— 100 Delkoncentration 4 	10-154 	100— 500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30— 2006 	2000— 10000 
Istjocklek 	 a F1C 7 	30-70 7 	> 1000 
8 	30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 	50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	(a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —'— (h) 	nästa —'— —"— 	(h) 
kolmanneksi paksuinjää 	(c) 	third 	—"— —"— (c) 	tredje —"--"— 	(c) 
IsmYiIj 
lJcl1V 	tJ b   
° ö° 	> Repskär op 	° Åjos 	 j1 LL  
Malören 
Oulul 
Marjaniemi 	fat ö 0 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS 
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	16803.1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä a'o'ää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt ellet mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt'ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice 
jä  
	of ridges, naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptomad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin aiautunut jää 	Avoves] <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) I Open water 
	
C 	Hopskjuten is 	 1 Oppet vatten 
Tiheä åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
I I I ' 	Spridd drivis 
 (4-6/10) 	 Level ice 
• Jämn is 
o o c Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
0 o I Very open ice (1-3/10) 	Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	I 	Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant ellet isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvioitu ice reuna tai jään raja 	Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns ellet iskant Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä 	Railo 
° 	Watertemperature isotherm,°C Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm; C 	 Räk 
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N:o 	16.03.1994 
Haysforskningsinstitutet, lstjänsten, PB 166, 00141 Helsingfors, Finland 
Finnish Institute of Marine Research, Ice Service, P.O.Box 166, FIN-00141 Helsinki 
Puh/Tel: +358—(9)0-635092, Fax: -t-358—(9)0-174573  
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 	— 	0 	6 	3 
C 1 	new ice 1 	< 2 Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	< 10 2 	< 20 
concentration CaCbCc = Partial 
con  CaCbCc D al  3 	10-30 3 	20— 100 entration 4 	10-154 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30— 2006 	2000— 1001)0 \\, 5/1  Istjocklek 7 	30— 70 7 	> 1000 
8 	30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ lauttojen ko 9 	50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 	i 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— (b) nästa —"— —"— 	(b) 
kolmanneksi paksuin jää 	(c) 	third 	—"— —"— (c) tredje —"— —"— 	(c) 
MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS  
H A V S FO R S KN I N G S I LASTI TU TET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	17.03®1994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajo jää 
Conso idated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket Ill drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynytjää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) 
f 	Ridged or hummocked ice (f=number of ridges, naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin aJjautunut jää 	• 	Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentc) Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 . 	Oppet vatten 
Tiheä åjojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	18 18 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva ajojaa Tasainen jää 
' I Open iv 6/10) 	 Level ice Spridd drivis Jämn is 
a o uI Hyvin harva ajojad Kiintojää 
0 o Very open ice (1-3/10) 	® Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	 Stampvall 
Arvmate j ice reuna tai jään raja 	 Halkeama 
Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack 
I Uppskattad isgräns eller iskant 	 Spricka 
Veden lämpötilan tasa—arvokäyrä Railo 
/ 20 	Watertemperature isotherm,°C 	 Lead 
Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 
Et 	Mitattu jään paksuus Thickness measured in cm Uppmätt istiocklek i cm 
1 
Nahkiainen 	fz 
ers 940317 d2 
Ulkokalla 
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ts 
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68° FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	19°03°1994 
Yhteen~äätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä aJ'oää 
Conso idated, compact or very close ice (9-10/l0) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt iää (f=ahtautumia/mPk) 
{ 	Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) 
Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin a jautunut jää 	Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (C=concentr.) Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 ° 	Oppet varten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	tO gf I New ice 
Tät drivis 	 Nyis 
Harva  
  c 









Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Riinlojää 
o a 	Very open ice (1-3/10) 	Fast ice 
Mycket spridd drivis Fastis 
Jään reuna tai jään raja 	 Sohjovyö 
Ice edge or ice boundary Windrow 
Iskant eller isgräns 	I 	I Stampvall 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään raja ma 
Estimated ice edge or -boundary 	Crack 
Crack 
Uppskattad isgräns ellet iskant 	I 	Spricka 








Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 
Mitattu jään paksuus 
n ° 	Thickness measured in cm 
Uoomätt istiocklek i cm 
N 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 - 	0 	3 
1 new ice 1 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 < 10 2 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration 
CaCbCc 3 10- 30 3 	20- 100 Delkoncentration 4 10-154 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	• SaSbSc 5 15- 30 5 	500- 2000 SaSbSc =Stage of development 6 30- 2006 	2(100- 10000 
Istjocklek 	 a 	Fq 7 30- 70 7 > 1000, 
8 30- 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ lauttojen ko 9 50-70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	 thickest ice (a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second -"- -"- 	(b) 	nästa -"- -"- 	(b) 
kolmanneksipaksuinjää 	(c) 	third 	-"- -"- (c) tredje -"--"- 	(c) 
KOIKa 	Ruhnu 
Irbenskij 	 o 
Agä 
Kökar !l::ci  
o P   
NORRTALJ 	
angö 	x Jussarö Söderarm  
° 	 Utö 	
Bengtskär  
Se \' 
Za - r\ 
Oriengrund 	• Haapasaari 	Bol.Bere 
sa ri uu ogwå 	 Seskar 
Motshjnyj 
o Bol. 
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MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS  
gga 	HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	20.03J994 1
Yhteenjaatynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä ajoilta 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-10/10) Sammanfrusen, kompakt eller mycket tät drivis 
Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt 'ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) g 	Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	Avovesi <1/10 Rafted ice (=concentr.) I Open water C 	:! Hopskjuten is 	I Oppet vatten  
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jäå '., 	Close ice (7-8/10) 	6 	6 I New ice Tat drivis Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 	N 




o 	o 	o Hyvin harva ajojää 	Kiintojää a 	Very open ice 	(1-3/10) 	Fast ice Mycket spridd drivis Fastis  
Icendgreuna or tc jään boundary 	
Windrow 	LBF'I'ii..Å Ice edge or ice Windrow Iskant eller isgräns Stampvall ö 
Arvioitu jään reuna tai jään dada 	Crackama Estimated ice edge or —boundary Crack  Uppskattad isgräns ellerkant Spricka  
Veden eaer tisotherm, C 	Raito 	$1 Cl ° 	 den lämpötilan  erasure isa—arvo,°C Lead Vattentemperatur isoterm,°C Räk 
Mitattu jään paksuus Thickness measured in cm 	 Slkeå Uopmätt istiocklek i cm 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) 	 S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol 	cm symbol 	0 m 
Total iskoncentration 	 0 	— 	0 	`— 	3 	gg 
C  
Osittaiskonsentraatio 
1 	new ice 1 	<2 
 < 102 	<20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentrationCa~-•b~-•C 
	3 	10-30 3 	20— 100 Delkoncentration 	 4 	10— 15 4 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSC 	
5 	15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 	 6 	30— 2006 	2000— 10000 
Istjocklek H 	bFc 	7 	30— 70 7 	> 1000 
8 	30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ lauttojen ko 	 9 	50-70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 	70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek 	 or unknown 
paksuin jåä 	 (a) 	 thickest ice 	(a) 	grövsta isen 	) . 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(b) 	second —"— —"— 	(h) 	nästa —"— —'— 	(h) 








ers 940320 d5 
mm mm 	— - 
6 
v 
Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 — 	0 	6 	3 
C  1 new ice I 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 <102 	<20 CaCbCc = Partial concentration 	CaCbCC 3 10— 30 3 	20— 100 
Delkoncentration 4 10-154 	100-500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 15— 30 5 	500— 2000 
SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 30— 2006 	2000— 10000 
lstjocklek 7 30-70 7 	> 1000, 
8 30— 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 50— 70 
FaFbFc = Form of ice/ Floesize 1. 70-120 X Not determined 
Form av is/ Flakstorlek or unknown 
paksuin jää 	 (a) 	thickest ice (a) 	grövsta isen 
toiseksi paksuin jää 	(h) 	second —"— —"— (b) 	nästa —"— —"— 	(h) 
kolmanneksioaksuin iää 	(cl 	third 	—"— —"— (cl tredie —"— —"— 	(cl 
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MERENTUTKIMUSLAITOS  
HAVSFORSKNINGSINSTITUTET 
FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE RESEARCH 
N:o 	22°011994 
Yhteenjäätynyt, yhteenajautunut tai hyvin tiheä a dää 
Consolidated, compact or very close ice (9-1(1/10) 
Sammanfrusen, kompakt ellen mycket tät drivis 
LL 	Ahtautunut tai röykkiöitynyt'ää (f=ahtautumia/mpk) Ridged or hummocked ice (If=number of ridges/naut.m.) Vallar och upptornad is (f=vallar/naut.m.) 
Päällekkäin ajautunut jää 	 Avovesi <1/10 
Rafted ice (=concentr.) I Open water 
Hopskjuten is 	 Oppet vatten 
Tiheä ajojää Uusi jää 
Close ice (7-8/10) 	 New ice 
Tät drivis 	 I te t 1 Nyis 
Harva ajojää Tasainen jää 
I j I Open ice (4-6/10) Level ice 
Spridd drivis 	 Jämn is 
Hyvin harva ajojää 	 Kiintojää 
0 o I Very open ice (1-3/10) 	 Fast ice 
° ° 	Mycket spridd drivis 	 Fastis 
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Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 
C 
0 	- 	0 	< 	3 
I 	new ice I 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 	<102 	< 20 
CaCbCc = Partial concentration CaCbCc 3 	10- 30 3 	20- 100 Delkoncentration 4 	10- 15 4 	100- 500 
Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 	15- 30 5 	500- 2000 SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 	30- 2006 	2000- 10000 
Istjocklek 	 a 	FC  70 7 > 10001 
8 	30- 50 8 	Fast ice 
Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 	50- 70 
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Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 — 	0 	~ 	3 
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t Thickness measured in cm 
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Jään kokonaiskonsentraatio (1/10) S 	F 
C 	= Total ice concentration (in tenth) symbol cm symbol 0 m 
Total iskoncentration 0 - 	0 	< 	3 
1 new ice 1 	< 2 
Osittaiskonsentraatio 2 < 10 2 	< 20 CaCbCc = Partial concentration 	
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Jään paksuus 	SaSbSc 5 15- 30 5 	500- 2000 SaSbSc = Stage of development 6 30- 2006 	2000- 10000 
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Jään muoto/ Lauttojen ko 9 50-70 
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